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Color image reconstruction from Charlier moments

Xiaopeng Zhang, Simon Liao
The University of Winnipeg, Canada

{s.liao}@UWinnipeg.ca

Abstract: In this research, we conducted a study on Charlier polynomials and discrete orthogonal Charlier
moments. With the three channel method, we have carried out the color image reconstructions
from Charlier moments with satisfied results. Our experimental results show that the color images
can be precisely reconstructed in each of three primary color channels individually. We conclude
that the moment methods developed for gray-level images can be applied in color image analysis.

Keywords: Charlier moments, color image reconstruction

1. Introduction
Since Hu firstly utilized moments to describe images in 1962 [1], scientists have made

significant efforts to investigate the theories and applications of moment descriptors. In 1980,
Teague [2] proposed the continuous orthogonal Zernike moments, which eliminate the re-
dundant information of the geometric moments. Other continuous orthogonal moments, such
as Legendre moments, have been extensively studied since then [3, 4, 5, 6]. However, the
computations of continuous orthogonal moments have faced the challenges of complex com-
puting processes and computational errors of discretizing approximation of the continuous
integral [7].

The discrete orthogonal moments based on Tchebichef and Krawtchouk polynomials were
first introduced by Mukundan et al. [8] and Yap et al. [9] in 2001 and 2003, respectively.
The emergence of discrete orthogonal moments, which are justified if the function of in-
terest is represented in the form of tabulated values, has substantially enriched the moment
methods. Discrete orthogonal moments, such as Tchebichef [8], Krawchouke [9], Hahn [10],
Racah [11], Meixner and Charlier [12] have provided the solutions of computational problems
associated with continuous moments. Particularly, the implementation of discrete moment
image features does not involve any numerical approximation, which is one of the challenges
with conventional moment methods.

In this research, we have conducted a study on the discrete orthogonal Charlier moments.
Our research has focused on the efficiency and accuracy of Charlier moment computing, such
as the use of recurrence relation with respect to variable x in stead of order n in computing
Charlier polynomials [13]. To verify the accuracy of the computed Charlier moments, we have
performed the color image reconstructions from Charlier moments with satisfied experimental
results.

In Section 2, we will review the Charlier polynomials and Charlier moments. The per-
formances of color image reconstruction from Charlier moments are reported in Section 3.
Finally, the conclusions and remarks will be given in Section 4.
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2. Charlier polynomials and moments
The nth Charlier polynomials are defined by [14]

Ca
n(x) =

n∑
k=0

(
n

k

)(
x

k

)
k!(−a)−k, (1)

and satisfy the discrete orthogonality relation

N∑
x=0

Ca
n(x)C

a
m(x)w(x) = ρ(n)δnm, (2)

where

w(x) =
e−aax

x!
, (3)

ρ(n) =
n!

an
. (4)

The normalized Charlier polynomials are defined as

C̃a
n(x) = Ca

n(x)

√
w(x)

ρ(n)
. (5)

To avoid fluctuations in the numerical calculations, we adopt the normalized Charlier
polynomials in this research. In addition, to accelerate computing Charlier polynomials, we
employ the following recurrence relations for weight function and squared norm functions
[13]

w(x+ 1) =
a

x+ 1
w(x) with w(0) = e−a, (6)

ρ(n+ 1) =
n+ 1

a
ρ(n) with ρ(0) = 1. (7)

2.1. Recurrence relation with respect to x
The classical orthogonal polynomials with one discrete variable can be defined as the

polynomial solutions of the following difference equation [13]

σ(x)45Cn
a(x) + τ(x)4 Ca

n(x) + λnC
a
n(x) = 0, (8)

where
5Ca

n(x) = Ca
n(x)− Ca

n(x− 1) (9)

and
4Ca

n(x) = Ca
n(x+ 1)− Ca

n(x) (10)

denote the forward and backward finite difference operators, respectively.
In (8), σ(x) is the function of second degree, τ(x) is the function of first degree, and λn is

a constant. For Charlier polynomials, they are

σ(x) = x; τ(x) = a− x; λn = n. (11)
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With the properties of the forward and backward finite difference operators4 and5, we
have

45 Ca
n(x) = Ca

n(x+ 1)− 2Ca
n(x) + Ca

n(x− 1). (12)

We can obtain the recursive relation of discrete orthogonal polynomials with respec to x

Ca
n(x) =

2σ(x− 1) + τ(x− 1)− λn
σ(x− 1) + τ(x− 1)

Ca
n(x− 1)− σ(x− 1)

σ(x− 1) + τ(x− 1)
Ca

n(x− 2). (13)

Applying the normalized orthogonal Charlier polynomials to (13), we can get the recurrence
relations with respect to x [12, 15]

C̃a
n(x) =

√
w(x)

σ(x− 1) + τ(x− 1)

× [
2σ(x− 1) + τ(x− 1)− λn√

w(x− 1)
C̃a

n(x− 1)− σ(x− 1)√
w(x− 2)

C̃a
n(x− 2)],

(14)

where the initial values of recurrence relation with respect to x are defined as

C̃a
n(0) =

√
w(0)

ρ(n)
; C̃a

n(1) =
a− n
a

√
w(1)

w(0)
can(0). (15)

2.2. Charlier moments

Given a digital image f(x, y) with a size of N × N , x ∈ [0, N − 1] and y ∈ [0, N − 1],
the (n+m)th order Charlier moments based on one discrete variable Charlier polynomials of
the image is defined as

CMnm =
N−1∑
x=0

N−1∑
y=0

C̃a
n(x)C̃

a
m(y)f(x, y). (16)

According to the orthogonality property of the Charlier moments, an original image func-
tion f(x, y) can be reconstructed from an infinite series of its Charlier moments

f(x, y) =
∞∑
n=0

n∑
m=0

CMnmC̃
a
n(x)C̃

a
m(y). (17)

In practice, however, if only Charlier moments of order ≤ T are given, the original image
function f(x, y) can be approximated by a truncated series

f(x, y) ≈ f̂T (x, y) =
T∑

n=0

n∑
m=0

CMnmC̃
a
n(x)C̃

a
m(y). (18)

If the computational error of calculating Charlier moments is ignorable, the difference
between the original image f(x, y) and the reconstructed image f̂T (x, y) will be towards zero
when T tends to∞.
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3. Experimental results
Color is a powerful image descriptor that often simplifies object identification and extrac-

tion from a scene, and is well used in image processing [16]. In a color image, colors are
seen as variable combinations of the so-called primary colors, red(R), green(G), and blue(B).
Therefore, we can use the values of these three colors to measure the color intensity in a pixel.
The three primary colors (RGB) usually have 256 different levels which can be expressed by
integer numbers 0,1,2,...,255, where 0 denotes the darkness and 255 indicates the brightness.
For example, we represent the single color red, green, and blue with (255 0 0), (0 255 0), and
(0 0 255), respectively.

In this research, we employ the three channel method to carry out the color image recon-
structions. In the three channel method, we will decompose all colors into three channels,
calculate the moments in three channels separately, and combine the individual reconstructed
images in three channels together to restore the reconstructed color images.

Figure 1 shows the three testing color images utilized in this research. Both Figure 1 (a)
and Figure 1 (b) are composed of red, green, blue, white, and black colors only, which allow
us to investigate the Charlier moments of primary colors individually. Figure 1 (c) is a natural
image with many different colors.

Figure 1. Three testing color images are sized at 256× 256 with 256 RGB levels.

To evaluate the image reconstruction performances, we adopt the Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR) to measure the quality of a reconstructed image against the original image. For
a grey-level image sized at N ×M , the PSNR is defined as

PSNR = 10 log10(
G2

max

MSE
), (19)

where Gmax is the maximum gray leave value of an image, and MSE is the Mean Square
Error (MSE) defined as

MSE =
1

NM

N−1∑
i=0

M−1∑
j=0

[f(xi, yj)− f̂(xi, yj)]2. (20)

In (20), f(xi, yj) and f̂(xi, yj) denote the original image and the reconstructed image, respec-
tively.

For a color image, we use the same definition as that of a grey-level image, though the
MSE is the average value of the three primary colors.

In our research, first, we performed the color image reconstructions on Figure 1 (a), which
is composed of only white, black, red, green, and blue, respectively. With Charlier moments
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of orders 100 to 500, the reconstructed images are shown in Figure 2. Column (a) of Figure 2
shows the completed reconstructed Figure 1 (a) restored by combining the individual recon-
structed images in all three color channels. Column (b), (c), and (d) of Figure 2 demonstrate
the individual reconstructed images of three single channels, red, green, and blue, respectively.

Figure 2. The combined, red, green, and blue channels of the reconstructed Figure 1(a).

Table 1. PSNR values of the reconstructed images from Figure 1 (a)

Combined Red Green Blue
T=50 21.5042 19.8531 21.8644 23.6009

T=100 23.7134 22.8884 23.7263 24.7164
T=150 26.0521 25.2536 26.0592 27.0222
T=200 27.4891 26.6416 27.5801 28.4299
T=250 28.2692 27.3881 28.375 29.2429
T=300 28.9003 28.0294 28.9491 29.9289
T=350 29.4801 28.6311 29.5214 30.4844
T=400 30.0044 29.1037 30.0438 31.0916
T=450 30.5793 29.5768 30.5941 31.865
T=500 31.1741 30.0864 31.1488 32.6642
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Figure 3. PSNRs of the reconstructed images from Figure 1 (a) for all four channels.

For the individual reconstructed images shown in the column (b), (c), and (d) of Figure 2,
each of center circles has the primary color of that color channel. After combining all three
color channels, the center circles of images displayed in column (a) of Figure 2 are filled with
the white color.

Table 1 and Figure 3 demonstrate the PSNR values and their plots of the reconstructed
Figure 1 (a) with Charlier moments of orders 50 to 500, from the combined all three color
channels and the individual three single channels. Although the visual differences among the
reconstructed images from different orders shown in Figure 2 are not significant, when mo-
ment order increases, the PSNR values will improve considerably. Among all reconstructed
images, the blue color channel results the highest PSNR values and the red color channel has
the lowest ones. The PSNR values for green color are very close to those of the combined
three color channels.

Table 2. PSNR values of the reconstructed images from Figure 1 (b)

Combined Red Green Blue
T=50 11.9453 20.3769 12.3207 9.06884

T=100 18.7837 23.5796 21.3433 15.533
T=150 23.6215 25.7119 23.4211 22.3672
T=200 25.3546 27.1046 24.6754 24.7012
T=250 26.1949 27.9397 25.478 25.5828
T=300 26.8684 28.6065 26.129 26.2832
T=350 27.4637 29.1938 26.7372 26.87
T=400 28.0326 29.6951 27.3433 27.4405
T=450 28.5532 30.1592 27.9143 27.9438
T=500 29.1026 30.65 28.5137 28.4787
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Figure 4. The combined, red, green, and blue channels of the reconstructed images from Figure 1 (b).
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In the second experiment, we performed the color image reconstructions on Figure 1 (b)
with orders 50 to 500, from all channels. Figure 4 shows the reconstructed color images from
all channels with orders 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500, respectively. The PSNR values and their
plots of the reconstructed color images of Figure 1 (b) from the combined channels, and the
individual three single channels are demonstrated in Table 2 and Figure 5. Compared with the
results of color image reconstructions performed on Figure 1 (a), the red channel produces the
highest PSNR values and the blue color has the lowest ones.

0 1 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 0
8

1 0
1 2
1 4
1 6
1 8
2 0
2 2
2 4
2 6
2 8
3 0
3 2

P
SN

R

Moment Order

 Combined
 Red
 Green
 Blue

Figure 5. PSNRs of the reconstructed images from Figure 1(b) for all four channels.

Table 3. PSNR values of the reconstructed images from Figure 1 (c)

Combined Red Green Blue
T=50 12.5612 12.6611 12.4744 12.5501

T=100 18.8239 18.8964 18.6328 18.949
T=150 23.8405 24.5367 23.0795 24.0332
T=200 25.694 26.5373 24.9972 25.6834
T=250 26.8601 27.7257 26.297 26.6803
T=300 27.8319 28.6756 27.4006 27.5293
T=350 28.7153 29.5442 28.3944 28.313
T=400 29.5306 30.3551 29.3115 29.0339
T=450 30.3808 31.1851 30.2757 29.7945
T=500 31.2138 31.9935 31.1942 30.5698

Finally, we carried out the color image reconstructions on Figure 1 (c) with different orders
to all channels. Figure 6 shows the reconstructed Figure 1 (c) in all channels, with orders 100
to 500. Table 3 and Figure 7 show the PSNR values and their plots of the reconstructed
Figure 1 (c) images from all color channels. Compared with the results shown in Table 1
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Figure 6. The reconstructed Figure 1 (c) including combined, red, green and blue channels
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Figure 7. The relation between PSNR and Orders for Figure 1 (c).

and Table 2, the differences among the PSNR values for all channels are smaller. This can
be explained by the fact that Figure 1 (c) is a natural image and there are different intensities
composed of more balanced three primary colors.

4. Concluding remarks
In this research, we conducted a study on Charlier polynomials and discrete orthogonal

Charlier moments. With the three channel method, we have carried out the color image re-
constructions from Charlier moments with satisfied results.

Our experimental results show that with the accurately calculated higher orders of Charlier
moments, the color images in each of three primary color channels can be reconstructed pre-
cisely. It indicates that the moment methods developed for gray-level images can be applied
in to color images. It is expected that other discrete orthogonal moments can play similar
roles in color image analysis as well.
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Abstract: Companies operating as multi-site organizations usually operate disparate business pro-

cesses across sites and IT systems written in various technologies. Therefore, unification of 

business processes as well as IT systems and technologies are becoming matters of high 

significance. The purpose of the paper is to present a method for unifying business process-

es of a multi-site company. The method addresses also the matter of IT support to selected 

activities within business processes. The method, proposed in the paper, examines the simi-

larity of processes and is based on a comparison of pairs of nodes on the label and type. 

During unification, two version of the same process are compared. To the new, unified ver-

sion, only the most time-efficient activities are selected. Corresponding, less effective activi-

ties are omitted. The method assumes refinement of business processes which stems from 

ability to execute business process in a different manner thanks to support of IT systems. An 

example of a business process unification in the medical sector with the participation of the 

Polish National Health Fund (NHF) was enclosed. In the paper are presented: AS-IS state, 

method of unification and TO-BE state of medical prescription lifecycle. In that example, 

selected similarity metrics of business processes are used. Furthermore, formulae are pro-

posed for calculating savings that can be gained through unification of business processes 

in a multi-site company. A specific example of such calculations is presented. The reduction 

of time needed to carry out business process activities is realistic and can become a source 

of financial savings for a multi-site company. The medical example shows ability to reduce 

process execution time from hours to minutes. Such a significant time gain is possible not 

only owing to unification of the business process activities, but mainly through IT support 

and automation of most of the process activities. 

Keywords: Business Processes Management, Business Process / IT Alignment, Enterprise Application 

Integration 

 

1. Introduction 

Companies operating as multi-site organizations are facing a whole range of various 

problems. The diversity of disparate business processes across sites is one of them. Also, 

problems may arise with various IT systems being operated separately in plants. Further-

more, if these systems are based on various technologies, the need to expand and maintain 

many technological platforms is becoming problematic. In addition to this, difficult interop-

erability between such systems impedes production of consolidated reports for the company. 

Lack of adequate support translates into extended duration of business processes. Moreover, 

incompatibility of business processes prevents adoption of standardized procedures 

throughout the company. Therefore, unification of business processes, information systems 

and technologies is becoming a matter of high significance. The subjects of enterprise de-
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scription and transformation are addressed by enterprise architecture which is defined as “a 

coherent whole of principles, methods, and models that are used in the design and realiza-

tion of an enterprise's organizational structure, business processes, information systems, and 

infrastructure” [1].  

The purpose of the paper is to present a method for unifying enterprise business pro-

cesses, including the application of a standardized IT support to the unified business pro-

cesses of the company. The important advantage of the approach proposed in the paper is 

the fact that it does not require re-writing the organization’s existing IT systems. Instead, 

application of a layer integrating the systems operated across the enterprise sites is proposed 

[2, 3]. Enterprise architecture is used as a solution to align business processes and IT sys-

tems of multi-site companies. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 

contains an overview of publications dedicated to similar problems. Section 3 describes 

areas of support and benefits of implementing enterprise architecture in a multi-site compa-

ny. Section 4 introduces business processes performance measures. In section 5, method for 

unifying business processes is presented together with a definition of business processes 

similarity metrics. Sections 6 and 7 gives a business case description and an example of 

selected business processes unification. Section 8 outlines benefits of business processes 

unification and integration of IT systems. Section 9 concludes the paper, summing up the 

subject and outlining directions for further work. 

2. Related studies 

An overview of the literature covers the following topics: business processes similarity, 

IT systems support for business processes. Similarity of business process models is dis-

cussed by Dijkman, Dumas et al. [4]. The article defines business process similarity metrics 

in such areas as: syntactic similarity, semantic similarity, similarity of attributes, similarity 

of types and contextual similarity. In the paper syntactic similarity measure is used. Fur-

thermore, metrics for business process models are discussed by Mendling [5]. A compara-

tive survey of business process similarity measures is presented by Becker and Laue [6]. In 

the paper the general method for comparing two process models is described, as well. Unifi-

cation of business processes involves the problem of business process improvement. Lep-

mets et al. [7] present factors that are critical to the improvement projects success seen from 

the perspective of supporting the organization’s business goals. Moreover, problem of refac-

toring of activity labels in business process models is still analysed in current works. The 

approach described by Leopold et al. [8] ensures recognition of activity labelling style and 

unification to one, desired labelling style. Business process model repositories tend to ac-

cumulate duplicate fragments over time. The approach which ensures fast detection of exact 

clones in business process model repositories is proposed by Dumas et al. [9]. Furthermore, 

Dijkman, Gfeller et al. [10] propose a technique for automatically detecting refactoring op-

portunities that can be applied to correct anti-patterns, such as overlap of process models, 

inconsistent labeling of activities and overly complex models. In area of process unification 

there are papers in the context of reference modelling. Reference models for a single com-

pany is under scrutiny and processes are modelled mainly with the use of extended Event-

Driven Process Chain (eEPC) diagrams [11]. In the paper, BPMN [12, 13] and UML [14] 

are used. Furthermore, the paper deals with problem of business processes unification with-

in enterprise consisted of multiple sites which realize similar functions. Plants in multisite 

companies often perform similar business processes. Therefore, an effective search in the 

repository can locate these processes and gives opportunity to unify them. Moreover, the 

literature addresses the subject of correctness of business process descriptions. Patig and 
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Stolz [15] present an approach for verifying business process descriptions that can be pre-

sented in any style. Whereas, Becker and Laue [6] focus on the BPMN business process 

models correctness.  Also, the focus is increasing in the field of business process models 

quality, verification and improvement [16, 17]. The demand grows for guidelines that lead 

to consistent and integrated collections of process models. Dijkman et al. [18] provide an 

overview of the prevailing approaches to design a business process architecture and presents 

a framework for business process architecture design that can be used to develop a concrete 

architecture.   

IT systems play an important role in companies. An overview of the literature address-

ing the problem of process models for service oriented applications provide Lane and Rich-

ardson [19]. The IT system support to business processes, seen in the context of dynamic 

and optimal selection of services needed for business process tasks, is subject of current 

research works [20, 21]. Most commonly, an organization operates a variety of IT systems. 

This implies the need to build integration solutions comprised of IT systems and a commu-

nication layer that enables cooperation between these systems [22, 23]. Integration of many 

various IT systems makes the integration project highly complex [24]. On the other hand, 

deployment of well designed integration solution among cooperating organizations can lead 

to substantial savings in terms of time [25]. Supporting dynamically reconfigured business 

processes [26] and addressing non-functional requirements [17, 27] are another vital prob-

lems concerning service oriented architecture.  

The method, proposed in the paper, examines the similarity of processes and is based on 

a comparison of pairs of nodes on the label and type [9, 28]. An ambiguity of language aris-

ing from the formulation of the same things in different way often is the cause that individu-

al labels activities may vary slightly. The author proposes to extend the comparing models 

method [4, 9] for the admission of discrepancies in the value of the label on the level of the 

acceptable threshold. The similarity of the two models of processes is defined as the per-

centage of the number of common nodes in relation to the total number of nodes. Further-

more, definitions of business process performance metrics are introduced. In the literature 

there are papers which deals with measuring the realization of benefits from Enterprise Ar-

chitecture Management [29]. But authors concentrate mainly on EAM success factors de-

rived from expert interviews. In the paper, author proposes formulae for calculating benefits 

of the business processes unification in a multi-site company. 

3. Multi-site company support areas 

The following areas of support to be provided by means of enterprise architecture to a 

multi-site company have been distinguished: business processes, information systems, tech-

nologies and technical infrastructure. In each of these layers, an organization can be sup-

ported in the context of a more efficient realization of its tasks. The maintenance cost of the 

infrastructure supporting the realization of tasks is also a matter of importance. The enter-

prise architecture implementation can result in the following benefits for the organization: 

− unification of business processes – as a result, consistent processes and operating 

procedures are used throughout the company, 

− unification of information systems – as a result, costs of IT support are mini-

mized and business processes can be supported efficiently, 

− automation of activities carried out within business processes – this includes a 

minimized time and resources required to perform the activities, 

− unification of information technologies and tools – a minimized number of tech-

nologies, as well as strategic approach to decisions concerning the technologies 
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to be used [30]. This is particularly significant in the rapidly changing business 

environment. 

The paper focuses on the aspect of supporting a multi-site enterprise in the area of unifi-

cation of business processes and information technology systems. 

4. Business process performance metrics 

The basic criteria for evaluating the way how a business process is performed address 

the time taken to complete the process and the number of activities carried out within the 

process [31]. Business process performance metrics can be grouped into the following cate-

gories: effectiveness of tasks receiving, effectiveness of process’s activities realization, 

tasks service effectiveness.  

In the category of effectiveness of tasks receiving, the following business performance 

evaluation metrics can be defined: 

− zt – the number of tasks received up to point of time t, 

− �� = ��
�  – the mean number of tasks received in a time unit, 

In the category of effectiveness of process’s activities realization, the following business 

performance evaluation metrics can be defined: 

− the total time required to complete business process Tp 

�� =�t

��


�
																																																																				(1) 

− the total cost of business process execution Kp 

�� =��

��


�
																																																																			(2) 

where: 

�� – the number of steps (activities) in the business process, 

�
 – the time taken to complete the business process step (activity) �, where �	 ∈ [1, ��], 
�
 – the cost of the business process step (activity) � expressed in PLN, where �	 ∈

[1, ��]. 
With the business process performance metrics defined, it is possible to compare pro-

cesses. The formulae presented above can be used for comparing business process variants 

operated by various company sites. On this basis, a standardized business process model can 

be developed for the entire company. 

5. Method for unification of a multi-site company business processes 

The following approach to unification of business processes is proposed by the author – 

complete unification of a business process.  

The method involves analysing the business process variants operated throughout the 

company and using the pre-defined business process performance metrics as a basis for 

identifying the most efficient activities. Comparison addresses corresponding activities per-

formed within the business process variants. Figure 1 is a graphic representation of a pro-

cess executed at two different sites. Activities 1.1-1.3 are performed by site X, while 

activities 2.1-2.4 – by site Y. Activity 3.1 occurs on the company A level. Individual activi-
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ties are compared in terms of efficiency. The most time-efficient activities are: 2.1, 1.2 and 

2.4. Having merged the most efficient activities into a process, one obtains a new, unified 

process, which is more efficient than any of the previous variants executed by sites X and Y. 

Thereby, both sites’ process-related knowledge and experience are employed. 

 

Figure 1. Business process variants executed by various sites. 

Figure 2 illustrates the unified process consisting of activities 2.1, 1.2, 2.4 and 3.1, 

which can be used at both sites – X and Y. 

 

Figure 2. A unified business process to be used by both sites, X and Y. 

During unification, two version of the same process are compared. To the new, unified 

version, only the most time-efficient activities are selected. Corresponding, less effective 

activities are omitted. 

The similarity of the two models of processes is defined as the percentage of the number 

of common nodes in relation to the total number of nodes – process similarity coefficient 

psij [4]: 

��
� =
 �
�
 
 ∗ 100%																																																								(3) 

where: 

− psij – process similarity coefficient of model i to model j, 

− nsij – number of nodes from model i which occur in model j, 

− ni – number of nodes in model i.     

It was assumed that process i and process j are considered as similar if the value coeffi-

cient psij is not less than 70%. 
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In order to be able to compare business process activities, it is necessary to know how to 

match similar activities from various variants of the process. As the analysis has addressed 

corresponding processes, the present paper focuses on syntactic similarities of the business 

process activities. 

In the paper two metrics were used. Two elements of the process are considered equal if 

their type is the same and the label similarity coefficient is not less than 70%. The label sim-

ilarity coefficient ls [4] is calculated as follows. 

%� = &%
% ∗ 100%																																																										(4) 

where: 

− cl – total length of the n-word substrings from the shorter label found in the 

longer label,  

− l – length of the longer label.  

For example: for an activity from a business process variants labelled „Verification of 

patient's rights in the system” and “Verifying the patient's rights in the system”, the value of 

ls is 0.77, since the cl equals 36 and the l equals 47. 

These formulae (3) and (4) have been used for comparing all activities within the busi-

ness process variants and for matching pairs of corresponding activities. More complex met-

rics of business processes similarities, comprising semantic similarity, similarity of 

attributes, contextual similarity, similarity of nodes, structural similarity and behavioural 

similarity are discussed by Dijkman, Dumas et al. [4]. 

The use of the label similarity coefficient expands potential opportunities for finding 

similar activities and processes. This approach can better select candidates for unification by 

excluding the inaccuracies due to human errors or a different nomenclature adopted by vari-

ous sites. 

6. Analysis of the case study business process AS-IS state 

The case study presented below describes the medical prescription lifecycle. The com-

pany concerned is the Polish National Health Fund (NHF), while healthcare service provid-

ers issuing NHF-refunded prescriptions and pharmacies dispensing the NHF-refunded 

prescriptions, are its subsidiaries (sites). The cycle of prescription circulation consists of 

four main processes (Figure 3): assigning numbers to prescriptions, prescription issuing, 

prescription processing, prescription billing. 
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Figure 3. Business processes in prescription circulation in AS-IS state. 

The first process begins upon the healthcare service provider’s request to the Fund to as-

sign unique numbers to prescriptions. Most typically, these are collective requests, where 

administrative entities apply for allocation of numbers on behalf of all physicians working 

at the given provider’s facility.  Each entity (physician) authorized to prescribe NHF-

refunded medicines is allocated a pool of numbers ranging “from – to”. The numbers as-

signed in this way are usually printed on a pad of prescription forms; less typically they are 

entered to the HIS (Hospital Information System) class system, where a number is picked 

from the pre-prepared pool and assigned to a prescription being issued. A patient takes the 

filled prescription form to a pharmacy and hands the document over to a pharmacist. The 

pharmacist verifies the prescription, i.e. checks whether the prescription form used is valid, 

all the fields are filled as required and in a legible manner, the patient is eligible for refund 

and the medicine covered by the NHL refund plan. If any incorrectness is found, the pre-

scription cannot be processed under the refund procedure. Consequently, the patient has two 

options to choose from – to buy the prescribed medicine at a full price or to revisit the doc-

tor’s office to have the document corrected and come back to the pharmacy to have the 

medicine dispensed under the refund plan. 

In the process of prescription billing, each pharmacy prepares a monthly report for the 

NHF, summarizing all the refunded prescriptions dispensed within the reporting period. The 

report is submitted to the Fund via a dedicated Internet portal. Following submission, a 

feedback message with report details and a proposed final summary is sent. The legislator 

has allowed 5 days for corrections or clarifications, when the proposal can be rejected once 

and correct data sent. 

The analysis presented below covers business processes of healthcare providers and 

pharmacies who have a contract concluded with the National Health Fund. The units issuing 

prescriptions are Stermed and CMC. The pharmacies dispensing and billing the prescrip-

tions are located in the towns of Końskie and Turek. 
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6.1. Assigning numbers to prescriptions at Stermed 

Figure 4 outlines the process of assigning numbers to prescriptions at Stermed. The du-

ration of this process has been computed by formula (1).  

 

Figure 4. “Assigning numbers to prescriptions” process flow for Stermed. 

Durations of process activities have been identified on the basis of the healthcare service 

provider interview: 

− receiving the physician’s request for a pool of prescription forms – 3 minutes, 

− preparing a request for a new pool of prescription numbers – 5 minutes, 

− sending the request to the NHF’s portal – 10 minutes, 

− request processing – 15 minutes, 

− receiving a decision – 10 minutes, 

− preparing an order for the printing house – 5 minutes, 

− sending the order to the printing house – 5 minutes, 

− printing the prescription forms – 360 minutes, 

− receiving the prescription forms – 60 minutes, 

− delivering the prescription forms to the physician – 15 minutes. 

Based on these component times, the total duration of the process has been computed to 

be 488 minutes, i.e. 8 hours and 8 minutes. 
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6.2. Assigning numbers to prescriptions at CMC 

The second provider of healthcare services operates a HIS class system. In this case, 

prescription forms are not pre-ordered, but printed on request, when the prescription is be-

ing issued, therefore the number assigning process does not comprise any activities required 

to prepare the forms.  

The total duration of the process is Tp = 50.25 minutes = 50 minutes 15 seconds. This 

has been computed based on the following assumptions: 

− sending the physician’s message that the previous pool of prescription forms is 

running short – 0.25 minutes, 

− receiving the physician’s message that the previous pool of prescription forms is 

running short – 2 minutes, 

− preparing a request for a new pool of prescription numbers – 5 minutes, 

− sending the request to the NHF’s portal – 10 minutes, 

− request processing – 15 minutes, 

− receiving a decision – 10 minutes, 

− downloading an XML file from the NHF’s portal – 5 minutes, 

− importing the file to the HIS system – 2 minutes, 

− importing the pool of prescriptions – 1 minute. 

6.3. Comparison of the “Assigning numbers to prescriptions” process flows 

The “Assigning numbers to prescriptions” process flows of both service providers have 

been compared in the AS-IS process state. To this end, each of them has been mapped in the 

form of a business process graph [28]. 

 

Figure 5. Assigning numbers to prescriptions business process graph for Stermed 
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With a graph-based representation of business processes (BPG), graphs can be com-

pared and process activities can be searched by labels. Owing to its structure, the business 

process graph can be generated automatically from popular notations used for business pro-

cess mapping, such as the UML activity diagram or the BPMN process diagram. In the pre-

sent paper, the UML activity diagram has been used, with the <<Business Process Graph>> 

stereotype. Activities with the <<Business Process Graph Node>> stereotype are graph 

nodes here. Activity names include {x; y; z} parameters of the node, where: x – node type, y 

– node label, z – node location (a partition of the activity diagram where it can be found). 

Figure 5 present business process graphs for Stermed. Next, both service providers’ Assign-

ing numbers to prescriptions business process graphs have been compared (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of the Assigning numbers to prescriptions business process graphs 
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The comparison reveals that Stermed’s Assigning numbers to prescriptions business 

process flow is similar to the corresponding process of CMC in 60% – six out of ten process 

graph elements have been qualified as identical. The same outcome has been obtained when 

comparing the flows from the CMC’s side. Figure 7 summarizes the comparison of both 

service providers’ Assigning numbers to prescriptions process flows. 

 

Figure 7. Similarity of the Assigning numbers to prescriptions process flows for both service 

providers 

The remaining processes have been described and compared in a similar manner.  

6.4. The process of issuing prescriptions 

At Stermed, the whole process is performed manually, without the IT system aid. Under 

such circumstances, a mistake can be easily made and the patient will be forced to return for 

a new prescription. The total duration of the process is 9 minutes. This time has been com-

puted based on the following component activities duration:  

− checking patient’s eligibility – 2 minutes, 

− filling in the prescription form – 3 minutes, 

− verifying the refund plan options – 3 minutes, 

− handing the prescription over to the patient – 1 minute. 

At CMC, prescriptions are issued using the IT system. The total duration of the process 

is 8 minutes. Process analysis has revealed the following component activities: 

− filling in the prescription form (including all adjustments resulting from valida-

tion errors) – 5 minutes, 

− validating the prescription (with all the inputs resulting from correction of any 

earlier mistakes) – 0.5 minute, 

− saving the prescription – 0.5 minute, 

− printing the prescription – 1 minute, 

− handing the prescription over to the patient – 1 minute. 

The comparison shows that Stermed’s Prescription issuing process flow is similar to 

CMC’s process flow in 85.71%. A distinctly lower similarity (54.55%) has been obtained 

when comparing the flows from the CMC side. The reasons is that in case of Stermed, the 

process is much shorter.  
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Figure 8 presents a summary of the Prescription issuing process comparison for both 

service providers. 

 

Figure 8. Similarity of the Prescription issuing process flows for both service providers 

6.5. The process of prescription processing at Końskie pharmacy 

The next two sub-processes take place at private pharmacies in the towns of Końskie 

and Turek. The process looks the same in both cases. Each pharmacy operates an IT system. 

The difference in process duration follows from the fact that the pharmacies are using sys-

tems of two different providers.  

One and the same process flow is presented for both pharmacies, but the measure – pro-

cess duration – has been computed separately for each of them. 

Durations of the component activities are as follows: 

− receiving the prescription from the patient – 0.5 minutes, 

− checking the prescription for correctness – 0.5 minute, 

− entering the prescription items in the system – 2 minutes, 

− finding the items prescribed – 1 minute, 

− dispensing the items prescribed – 3 minutes, 

− archiving the prescription form – 1 minute. 

Based on these values, the total duration of the process has been computed at 8 minutes. 

6.6. The process of prescription processing at Turek pharmacy  

In Turek – with a different system being operated – durations of the component activi-

ties are as follows: 

− receiving the prescription from the patient – 0.5 minute, 

− checking the prescription for correctness – 0.5 minutes, 

− entering the prescription items in the system – 3 minutes, 

− finding the items prescribed – 2 minutes, 

− dispensing the items prescribed – 5 minutes, 

− archiving the prescription form – 0.5 minute. 

− receiving the prescription from the patient – 11.5 minutes. 
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6.7. The process of prescription billing at Końskie pharmacy 

In both cases studied here, the process of prescription billing takes place after each 

month closing, according to the clearing cycle of the National Health Fund. Both processes 

follow the same pattern in some areas, as required by the procedures imposed by the NHF. 

The dissimilarities are due to the fact that different methods are used for preparing data and 

for generating reports. 

The first pharmacy uses a system without the option of generating reports for the NHF, 

therefore a special staff member is employed to prepare data in a separate computer pro-

gram.  

Durations of the component activities of the process are as follows: 

− opening a sales report in the pharmacy system; this operation is performed five 

times a month and takes 1 minute each time, therefore the total time of this activ-

ity equals 5 minutes; 

− generating the sales report; the functionality is activated by the preceding activi-

ty; a single operation lasts 30 seconds; with five operations the total time is 2.5 

minutes; 

− entering data in the NHL’s billing system – this operation is also performed five 

times in a month; a single operation lasts about 60 minutes, giving the total of 

300 minutes; 

− compiling a report for the NHF – 60 minutes; 

− generating a report for the NHF – 1 minute; 

− saving the report to the NHF’s portal – 5 minutes; 

− report processing – 1440 minutes; such a long time of this operation results from 

the report analysis method used by the NHF; 

− report acceptance – 60 minutes; 

− report approval – 60 minutes. 

Hence, the total time of the basic process is 1933.5 minutes, i.e. 32 hours 15 minutes. 

6.8. The process of prescription billing at Turek pharmacy  

The billing system operated by the pharmacy in Turek is integrated with the pharmacy’s 

internal computer system, therefore there is no need for the manual entering of data. Dura-

tions of the process component activities are as follows: 

− opening a report for the NHF in the pharmacy system – 2 minutes, 

− generating a report for the NHF – 2 minutes, 

− saving the report to the NHF’s portal – 5 minutes, 

− report processing – 1440 minutes (similarly as in Końskie, such a long time is a 

result of procedures adopted by the NHF), 

− report acceptance – 60 minutes, 

− report approval – 60 minutes. 

The total time of the basic process is 1569 minutes, i.e. 26 hours. 

7. Unification of prescriptions circulation in the TO-BE state 

Understanding the AS-IS process flows and process requirements was the basis for 

commencing the unification. Since one of the project goals was to adjust the processes to 

electronic processing of prescriptions, a method of complete unification in combination with 

improvement has been selected. The changes are intended to result in a situation where the 
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repository of prescriptions and the access to the process layer is provided by the NHF. The 

presentation layers required for entering data are prepared in individual systems. The access 

to process elements follows the SOA design. The National Health Fund provides all neces-

sary services. 

Following unification, the four processes of the prescription lifecycle have been reduced 

to two processes (Figure 9). This was possible owing to a much more advanced use of IT 

systems. In addition, with the central repository of documents, and the business logic stand-

ardized and concentrated in one location, some of the tasks can be automated and they are 

now performed as individual activities within processes, instead of constituting separate 

processes. 

 

Figure 9. The TO-BE state of business processes. 

7.1. The unified process of prescription issuing  

Table 1 describes how the original processes have been redesigned into component ac-

tivities of the unified process of prescription issuing in the TO-BE model. 

Table 1. Prescription issuing: from processes to unified process activities 

AS-IS model activity TO-BE model activity Comments 

Fill in the prescription form Fill in the prescription form From the AS-IS model in the second 

pharmacy 

– Forward the prescription for 

validation and save  

New activity resulting from the require-

ments imposed by ePrescription 

Check patient’s eligibility Validate patient’s eligibility From the AS-IS model in the first phar-

macy  

Validate prescription  Validate prescription correct-

ness 

From the AS-IS model in the second 

pharmacy 

– Assign prescription number New activity resulting from improve-

ments to the process of assigning pre-

scription numbers  

– Send prescription back New activity resulting from the require-

ments imposed by ePrescription 

Verify refund plans Assign the refund plan From the AS-IS model in the first phar-

macy 

Save prescription Save prescription  From the AS-IS model in the second 

pharmacy 
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7.2. The unified process of prescription processing 

Table 2 describes how the processes have been redesigned into component activities of 

the unified process of prescription processing in the TO-BE model. 

Table 2. Prescription processing: from processes to unified process activities 

AS-IS model activity TO-BE model activity Comments 

Receive receipt from patient Search patient’s prescrip-

tions 

Activity reengineered in order to meet the 

ePrescription requirements 

Receive receipt from patient Get patient’s prescriptions Activity reengineered in order to meet the 

ePrescription requirements 

Enter prescription item in the 

system and find items en-

tered  

Select items for dispensing Activities combined and adjusted to ePre-

scription requirements 

Dispense prescription items Dispense prescription items From the AS-IS model in the first pharmacy 

– Validate dispensing correct-

ness 

Activity designed as a result of improve-

ments to the process of prescriptions billing  

Archive prescription form Save dispensing Activity reengineered in order to meet the 

ePrescription requirements 

8. Benefits of the business processes unification 

The main criteria used for evaluation of the business process flow are based on duration 

of tasks. With the business process performance measures given in section 4, processes can 

be compared. Formulae (1) and (2) can be used for comparing variants of a business process 

used by various sites and for designing a unified business process model suitable for all 

company sites. The paper presents the unification of processes constituting the medical pre-

scription life cycle. Owing to new technologies, it is possible to reduce the number of sub-

processes in the cycle from four to two and thereby cut the entire cycle duration down (Ta-

ble 3). 

Table 3. Comparison of process duration 

Process before the unifi-

cation 

Process duration before 

unification 

Process after the unifica-

tion 

Process duration after 

unification 

Assigning prescription 

numbers 
50,25 minutes 

Issuing a prescription 2,5 minutes 

Issuing a prescription 8 minutes 

Prescription processing  8 minutes 
Prescription processing 6,5 minutes 

Prescription billing 1569 minutes 

Total time before unifi-

cation 
1635,25 minutes 

Total time after unifica-

tion 
9 minutes 

 

The automation of processes yields a significant reduction of time in case of two pro-

cesses – assigning numbers to prescriptions and prescription billing. They have been sepa-

rated as individual activities performed within the two remaining processes. In addition to 

the prescription lifecycle reduction, the resources needed for the entire procedure – and con-

sequently, its costs – have been cut down. The possibility of standardizing the system archi-

tecture across all enterprise sites is another benefit of the unification. It facilitates the 
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monitoring of process performance and responding to any deviations from the standard op-

eration. 

Time savings result in financial benefits. One should remember that the savings present-

ed above have been calculated for a single execution instance. Moreover, savings can also 

be sought in other business processes of the company. Therefore, a formula can be given for 

calculating the savings to be gained from unification of business processes and providing IT 

support at the site level of enterprise Oj. 

(� =�()

*
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where: 

− fi – financial savings from a single instance of the i-th process, 

− mi – the annual number of the i-th process instances, 

− N – the number of all processes throughout the enterprise. 

Additionally, processes are executed at many sites of the company. The savings for the 

entire company can be given by the following formula O: 

( =�(�
-
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where: Z – the number of all company sites. 

For example, assuming the following values: fi = PLN 500, mi = 10000, N = 30, the sav-

ings for a single site would amount to Oj = PLN 150 000 000. With a similar level of sav-

ings for each site and Z = 100, the annual savings of the entire company would reach O = 

PLN 15 000 000 000. It has been assumed in the calculations, that the number of sites is 100 

and the total annual number of appointments equals 30 000 000. Taking data from Central 

Statistical Office [32] as a basis, there were 16252 outpatient healthcare facilities in Poland 

in 2009. The number of medical advice services provided within the outpatient healthcare 

system amounted to 291 415 400. In the light of these data, the estimations presented in the 

paper can be considered as safe.  

With such high potential savings, it is worth investing resources and work in solutions of 

this type. 

9. Conclusion and further work 

What is important, the reduction of time needed to carry out business process activities 

is realistic and can become a source of financial savings for a multi-site company. Due to 

integration of information systems, it is possible to fully automate the flow of electronic 

documents between hospitals and the NHF. The medical example shows time savings ex-

ceeding 27 hours to be gained. Such a significant time gain is possible not only owing to 

unification of the business process activities, but mainly through IT support and automation 

of most of the process activities. In essence, some of the activities within the unified process 

are preformed differently than in both process flows prior to unification. Automation of ac-

tivities offers new opportunities as regards the way how the process is executed.  

The focus of further studies will be on automation of the business process comparison. 

As the analysis presented in the paper has been limited, by definition, to one and the same 

process, therefore the syntactic similarity metrics is sufficient here. Yet, when analysing a 

repository of process models, it is better to use a much broader range of business process 
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similarity measures and it is recommended to build a tool for automation of the business 

process comparisons. It would be interesting to see further work towards analysing business 

process models quality, verification and improvement. The key emphasis of further studies 

will be on the last unification method. That approach will engage all layers of enterprise 

architecture. It will be shown method of unification of business processes with their refine-

ment. Further studies will mainly concentrate on designing and development of integration 

solutions intended to support refined business processes in enterprises and calculating bene-

fits from such kind of unification in layer of IT systems. 
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Abstract: In software engineering literature two most commonly investigated targets for prediction are de-
velopment effort and software quality. This study follows the methodological advances of these
studies but focuses on predicting user satisfaction in software project. Specific outcome variable
investigated in prediction is user satisfaction with the ability of system to meet stated objectives
(MSO). A total number of 288 prediction schemes have been evaluated in the ability to predict
MSO. These schemes have been built as different combinations of their components, i.e. feature
pre-selection, elimination of missing values, automated feature selection, and a classifier. Two
best performing schemes achieved the accuracy measured as Matthews correlation coefficient of
0.71 in test subset. These schemes involved W-LMT and W-SimpleLogistic classifiers. Significant
differences have been observed between different classifiers and selected other components, de-
pending on the dataset (validation or test). Discussed results may serve as guidelines to design a
scheme to predict user satisfaction.

Keywords: user satisfaction, prediction scheme, software projects, machine learning, ISBSG

1. Introduction
Software quality models decompose quality to a range of characteristics. Relationships

between these characteristics can usually be presented as a tree-like structure. User satis-
faction can either be included in such quality model directly or indirectly as a set of related
characteristics. For example, a widely known ISO 25010 [1] quality model incorporates user
satisfaction as one top-level characteristics of quality-in-use and defines it as ”degree to which
user needs are satisfied when a product or system is used in a specified context of use”. It has
been considered as very important in evaluating software as either success or failure [2].

User satisfaction have been studied empirically from the early years of software engi-
neering as a research area [3]. Usually such studies have been focused on investigating what
factors, especially those related to software project and process, influence user satisfaction.
Studies on prediction of user satisfaction are very rare in the literature. Jones states that user
satisfaction is measurable but not predicable [4, p. 456]. In spite of such strong statement, this
work focuses on attempting to investigate the accuracy of predictions achieved using a large
dataset of past software projects.

The goal of this paper is to compare how different prediction schemes perform in pre-
dicting user satisfaction in software projects. Selecting appropriate prediction scheme usually
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determines the accuracy of obtained predictions. In this study such prediction scheme consists
of the following components: feature pre-selection, eliminating missing values, automated
feature selection, classifier (i.e. predictive model or algorithm). The details on prediction
schemes used in this study will be discussed in Section 2.

For the purpose of this analysis the ISBSG R11 dataset [5] has been used. It has been a
widely used dataset by software engineering research community, in most cases to analyse
or predict software development effort and/or productivity [6, 7, 8]. It has also been used in
exploratory studies focusing on identifying factors related with user satisfaction [9, 10].

The extended version of this ISBSG dataset contains data on several ”soft” characteristics
of software projects. They include user satisfaction, which is represented in the dataset by
eight characteristics. Each of them reflects the level at which specific aspect of satisfaction
has been met by delivered software product. This study focuses on one of these characteristics,
i.e. ”meet stated objectives” (MSO), defined in the dataset as ”user satisfaction with the ability
of system to meet stated objectives”. Please note that it does not represent the objective level
at which system meets stated objectives (if such objective representation can ever exist) but
reflects how users perceive this ability to meet stated objectives.

This paper makes the following contributions:
1. It explicitly focuses on predicting user satisfaction using different prediction schemes.

Such type of analysis involving comparison of a range of prediction schemes has been
frequently used by software engineering scientists to predict development effort or soft-
ware quality (e.g. number of defects or defect proneness). This paper shares such basic
methodological concept but to completely different problem – predicting user satisfaction.

2. A total of 288 prediction schemes have been compared, i.e. different combinations of com-
ponents for feature pre-selection, eliminating missing values, automated feature selection
and classifiers.

3. The dataset used for this study is an ISBSG dataset. While it has been extensively used
for effort analysis and prediction, it is the first study that uses this dataset for predicting
user satisfaction (at least at such scale – see Section 5).

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the research process followed in this
analysis and summarizes the dataset. Section 3 considers limitations and threats to validity
of this analysis and obtained results. Section 4 discusses obtained results. Section 5 presents
related work. Section 6 provides concluding remarks and plans for future research.

2. Method and data
There is no single universally accepted measure used to evaluate predictions of in binary

classification problem, i.e., where there are two possible outcomes that can be predicted. Pop-
ular measures used in such types of studies include F1-score, recall, precision or accuracy.
To evaluate predictive performance of schemes in the current study the Matthews correlation
coefficient (MCC), also known as phi coefficient, has been used. Selecting this measure has
been made for the following reasons:
— Its value is easy in interpretation – similarly to popular Pearson correlation coefficient

in regression analysis. MCC is in the range [-1, +1]. A value of +1 indicates a perfect
prediction, -1 indicates that all predictions have been the opposite to the actual values, and
0 indicates predictions at the random level.

— It is regarded as a balanced measure and thus can be used when for variable of interest,
the distribution is not equal among classes.
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— In contrast to other popular measures such as recall, precision or F1-score, it aggregates
counts from all cells of confusion matrix (Equation 1):

MCC =
TP × TN − FP × FN√

(TP + FP )(TP + FN)(TN + FP )(TN + FN)
, (1)

where TP stand for the number of true positives, TN for true negatives, FP for false posi-
tives, and FN for false negatives.

2.1. Research process

The research process has been performed in the following sequence of steps:
1. Basic preprocessing and data selection. This involved common data preparation for

different types of future analysis with this dataset. It has been described in earlier study
[10]. First, the data has been randomly partitioned into cross-validation and test subsets in
proportion of 70% to 30%, respectively. To keep test subset treated as ”unseen” data, all
decisions on data transformation have been made by investigating only the cross-validation
subset. This preparation involved ”cleaning” the data by replacing ’don’t know’ values
to ’missing’, correcting obviously incorrect values (misspelled), removing variables with
many states but few counts for these states or with unclear interpretation of its values,
changing data types, creating dummy variables for multi-value categorical variables, cre-
ating log-transformed variables when original distribution indicated lack of normality. For
further analysis only cases with Data quality rating of ’A’ or ’B’ have been kept as sug-
gested in [11]. Also, all cases in which there were missing values for user satisfaction
attributes have been removed. All attributes that contain over 50% of missing values have
also been removed. Originally, the outcome variable (MSO) has been defined on a 4-level
ranked scale with each state reflecting the level at which satisfaction in meeting stated ob-
jectives has been rated for given project. This scale has been defined as follows: 1 – ”Met
to limited extent, or not at all”, 2 – ”Largely met”, 3 – ”Fully met”, and 4 – ”Exceeded
expectations”. However, there were very only two cases with level 1 and six for level 4.
Thus, to avoid bias of using such imbalanced dataset in predictions, for the purpose of this
analysis the outcome variable has been dichotomised: levels 1 and 2 joined as ’false’ (i.e.
”not fully met”) and levels 3 and 4 as ’true’ (i.e. ”fully met”).

2. Defining calculated potential predictors. This step involved creating new variables that
are rates (proportions), such as: productivity rate, defect rate, proportions of effort on dif-
ferent activities, proportions of defects at different severities. This also includes creating
log-transformed versions of these variables if their original distributions was not normal.
In addition, for total defects delivered a new variable has been defined by applying a
Box-Cox transformation.

3. Preparation of prediction environment. This step involved defining a repeatable pro-
cess consisting of the following main elements: loading and setting parameters for pre-
diction schemes and preparation of data folds, setting up 10-fold cross-validation pro-
cess, setting up test process using a classifier trained on cross-validation data and eval-
uated on a separate test dataset, settings up logging prediction performance at different
stages (cross-validation: separately for training and validation, testing). As mentioned
earlier, each scheme consists of several components. In this study a total of 288 schemes
(2× 2× 4× 18) have been defined as combinations of the following components:
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— Feature pre-selection – Either (1) all defined features have been used or (2) fea-
tures have been preselected by an expert – specifically, this involved keeping the
log-transformed variables and removing untransformed versions of these variables.

— Eliminating missing values – Either (1) missing values have been imputed by training
and applying a k-nearest neighbour model – with k=5 and training imputation model
has been performed only on original attributes, some of which may contain missing
values (i.e. attributes with already filled missing values have not been used in imputing
missing values in other attributes), or (2) missing values have been replaced by mean
value for numeric attributes and by mode for logical and nominal attributes.

— Automated feature selection – Either (1) no automated feature selection has been
performed so all attributes provided as input has been used, or (2) features have been
selected according to the highest calculated weight for each attribute (information gain
ratio). Three different thresholds have been used to restrict the selected attributes: (2a)
top 30 attributes with highest weights, (2b) top 15, and (2c) top 5.

— Classifier – A total of 18 classifiers have been selected for this study. Most of them
are popular types of models or algorithms and have been used in earlier studies for
binary classification problems in software engineering area. It is beyond the scope
of this paper to discuss even the basics on each of them. Table 1 provides a list of
used classifiers with references to them. A prefix ”W-” in the acronym indicates that
a Weka tool [12] implementation has been used through a plugin in RapidMiner [13].
Otherwise, RapidMiner’s implementation of a classifier has been used. Almost every
classifier can be configured by providing a range of parameters. For this analysis
these parameters have been set to sensible values according to their description in
RapidMiner and Weka, and some recommendations from literature (see Table 8 in
Appendix).

4. Running learning classifiers and logging performance data. This involved executing
the processes in prediction environment in loops – for different combinations of prediction
schemes and folds of data. In each iteration, measures of predictive performance accuracy
have been logged.

5. Analysis of results. Once the accuracy measures have been gathered, the core part of this
study could be performed. The first step of this analysis involved a basic analysis of overall
predictive accuracy. The second step aimed at verifying which elements of prediction
scheme are in relationship with performance measure. Here, categorized box-plots have
been investigated to check visually if there are differences between categories. To confirm
if differences are statistically significant two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests have been
performed with the significance level α = 0.05. This test is a non-parametric alternative to
paired Student’s t-test when the evaluation measure (MCC) is not normally distributed in
population - as is the case in this study. The two-tailed version of Wilcoxon test have been
used to detect if the differences in MCC are either positive or negative in two compared
groups (categories). These tests have been performed for each pair of categories, i.e.
each pair of classifiers, each pair of feature selection scheme, etc. Repeating these tests
multiple times significantly increases the risk of Type I error, i.e. false alarms - claiming
discovering some differences in MCC between certain categories when such difference
does not exist in reality. To reduce this risk, a procedure of adjusting obtained p-values
can be applied. This study involved using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [14] that
controls the false discovery rate at the level α. The third step of this analysis involved
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investigating what are the schemes that produce the most and least accurate predictions.
All three steps of analysis have been performed on both the validation and test data subsets.

Table 1. Overview of classifiers

No. Acronym Name
1 NB Naive Bayes [15]
2 k-NN k-Nearest Neighbour [16]
3 DT Decision Tree [17]
4 RF Random Forest [18]
5 W-ZeroR 0-R Classifier (predicts mode)
6 W-OneR 1-R Classifier [19]
7 W-PART PART Decision List [20]
8 W-DTNB Decision Table / Naive Bayes Hybrid Classifier [21]
9 W-J48 C4.5 Decision Tree [22]
10 W-NBTree Decision Tree with Naive Bayes at the Leaves [23]
11 W-LMT Logistic Model Trees [24]
12 W-LADTree Multiclass Alternating Decision Tree [25]
13 W-BFTree Best-First Decision Tree [26]
14 W-Logistic Multinomial Logistic Regression with Ridge Estimator [27]
15 W-SimpleLogistic Linear Logistic Regression [24]
16 W-BayesNet Bayesian Network by K2 Search Algorithm [28]
17 W-LWL Locally Weighted Learning [29]
18 W-KStar K* [30]

The steps related to preparation of prediction environment and running predictions have
been performed using RapidMiner [13]. Other steps, including data preparation and analysis
of results have been performed using R [31].

A common value of random seed has been set to ensure reproducibility of results, es-
pecially when partitioning the data into cross-validation and test samples and further during
defining cross-validation folds. This way each prediction scheme has been trained and evalu-
ated against exactly the same parts of dataset.

2.2. Dataset

For this study the extended version of ISBSG R11 dataset has been used [5]. It contains
data on past software projects at the granularity level where each case (row) in a dataset de-
scribes a single software project. After completing the steps 1 and 2 of the research process de-
scribed earlier, the dataset consisted of 89 cases (projects), of which 65 in the cross-validation
subset and 24 in test subset. The projects have been described by 65 potential predictors and
one outcome variable. The following predictors have been used in further analysis:
— numeric (32): year of project, adjusted function points, normalized work effort level 1,

normalized work effort, summary work effort, project elapsed time, effort on planning,
effort on specification, effort on coding, minor defects, major defects, total defects deliv-
ered, productivity rate, defect rate, proportion of effort on planning, proportion of effort
on specification, proportion of effort on coding, proportion of minor defects, proportion
of major defects, adjusted function points logged, normalized work effort level 1 logged,
normalized work effort logged, summary work effort logged, effort on planning logged,
effort on specification logged, effort on coding logged, minor defects logged, major de-
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fects logged, total defects delivered logged, total defects delivered Box-Cox, productivity
rate logged, defect rate logged;

— logical or nominal with two states (17): package customisation, client-server, CASE tool
used, used methodology, project management tools used, debugging tools used, testing
tools used, performance monitoring tools used, user involvement in project, portability re-
quirements, planning in project scope, specification in project scope, designing in project
scope, testing in project scope, implementation in project scope, development type – new,
development team only resources included;

— logical as dummy from multi-value nominal (12): organisation type: manufacturing,
communications, computers&software; application type: process or workflow manage-
ment, management information system, network management, office information system;
business area type: manufacturing; development techniques: regression testing, data mod-
elling, prototyping, modelling behaviour;

— nominal (4): size count approach, development platform, language type, survey respon-
dent role.
Table 2 summarises validation subset by providing basic statistics. Projects in this subset

are heavily varying in size, and thus also in other related characteristics – the value of standard
deviation is usually even higher than the mean value. The distribution of the outcome variable
(MSO) has been the following: 23 of ’false’ (35%), 42 of ’true’ (65%). Because test subset
needs to be treated as ”unseen” data such statistics for this subset have not been investigated.

Table 2. Basic statistics for validation subset

Variable Mean ± SD Interquartile range
Adjusted Function Points (AFP) 2596± 4484 165− 2347

Summary Work Effort (hours) 3427± 3412 1053− 4780

Total Defects Delivered (count) 166± 422 2− 84

Productivity (AFP per hour) 1.33± 2.96 0.09− 0.67

Defect Rate (defects per AFP) 0.2± 0.47 0.002− 0.14

3. Limitations and threats to validity
Results presented and discussed in this paper are subject to limitations and threats to va-

lidity. The ISBSG dataset used in this study is not a random sample from population. ISBSG
organisation gathers the data on software projects from companies and organisations that are
willing to share such data. The process of selecting a subset for the current analysis have been
made by arbitrary decisions explained in Section 2 – not randomly, except when splitting data
into cross-validation and test subsets and when generating folds for cross-validation. Thus,
such process of data gathering and selection causes that obtained results cannot be generalized
to the whole population of software projects.

The dataset contains many missing values. As explained in Section 2, the attributes with
excessive percentage of missing values, i.e. over 50%, have been excluded from analysis.
Also, data preprocessing step involved some arbitrary decisions, such as which states of cat-
egorical variables should be merged into a single state, how the dummy variables should be
defined, etc. While such decisions may bias the results, they have been necessary and all have
been made in a sensible manner according to author’s experience and available literature.

Prediction schemes have been defined as different combinations of four components: data
preselection, elimination of missing values, automated feature selection, and classifier. In
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the literature there are many available alternatives to each component. Obviously, it was not
possible to investigate all of them, e.g. all available types of classifiers, as this would generate
so many schemes that evaluating each of them would take too much processing time. Thus,
only some of these options have been investigated – still it was 288 schemes, much more than
in many other similar studies [32, 33, 34].

Furthermore, parameters for the components of prediction schemes have been set by ex-
pert – according to experience and available literature suggestions. These parameters have
been constant throughout the study. It is possible that these parameters were not optimal,
i.e. that setting different values for them might result in more (or less) accurate predictions.
In some studies parameters are not set arbitrarily but optimised automatically for a given
problem and available data [32]. However, such optimisation is time consuming and with the
number of schemes and data folds would take too much time in this study. Such analysis with
optimised parameters is planned for future though.

Analysis of results, i.e. relationships between components of prediction schemes and
obtained accuracy measures, involved repeated use of statistical tests. This inflates the proba-
bility of false alarms. Thus, to mitigate this problem, the p-values obtained in those tests have
been adjusted using a Benjamini-Hochberg procedure.

The folds for cross-validation have been generated randomly by stratified sampling. How-
ever, due to high variability between the attributes describing projects, the accuracy of pre-
dictions has been varying by fold – see Figure 1. Comparing the accuracy by folds pairwise
revealed that the differences in accuracy have been statistically significant for most pairs of
folds. Thus, it is possible that existence and strength of relationships between components of
schemes and obtained accuracy varies by fold. This has not been investigated in this study but
is planned for exploring in future extended study.

Initially, the plan for this study involved investigating two outcome variables: user satis-
faction with the ability of system to meet stated objectives (MSO) and to meet business re-
quirements (MBR). However, initial results shown that designed prediction schemes achieved
very low accuracy for MBR, e.g. for validation subsetMean(MCC) = 0.06,Median(MCC) =
0.00, and for test subset Mean(MCC) = −0.01, Median(MCC) = 0.00. Therefore, these
results have not been discussed here according to the rationale that it is of little value to discuss
predictions that are basically on par with random guesses.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Overall results

Figure 2 illustrates the densities of MCC for all investigated schemes and folds in vali-
dation and test subsets. To remind, when MCC = 0 then predictions are on par with the
random guesses and when MCC = 1 then all predictions are equal to actual values. In this
study both mean and median values are about 0.30 for validation subset and below 0.25 for
test subset. Thus, overall obtained MCC values do not suggest achieving high accuracy of
predictions. There is also quite high variation in MCC indicated by both SD and the range of
MCC, especially in validation subset. We can also see that there have been several schemes
that performed worse than random prediction – indicated in figure as MCC < 0.
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Figure 1. Predictive accuracy by fold in cross-validation

Figure 2. Overall predictive accuracy

4.2. Results by scheme’s component
Figure 3 illustrates the variation of MCC for different settings of feature pre-selection

component of prediction scheme in both validation and test subset. It can be observed that
there are slight differences in MCC distributions both in validation and test subsets, especially
in median MCC – denoted as thick horizontal line inside a box in the figure. These results
seem to favour applying feature pre-selection by an expert to keep only one attribute if there
are other attributes clearly related with it, such as untransformed and log-transformed version
of the same attribute or a set of attributes that describe project effort but calculated in slightly
different ways, e.g. by including or excluding certain project activities. Indeed, performed
Wilcoxon signed rank test confirms that the differences in MCC have been statistically sig-
nificant between two versions of component feature pre-selection both in validation subset
(p = 0.008) and in test subset (p = 0.011) but low in their magnitudes.

Figure 4 illustrates distributions of MCC for different settings of component missing val-
ues elimination, either by predicting them using an internal k-NN model or filling with mean
or mode. The differences are small in magnitude but statistically significant as confirmed by
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Figure 3. Predictive accuracy by preselected features

Wilcoxon signed rank test (for validation subset p = 0.006, for test subset p < 0.001). It can
be observed that for both validation and test subsets the strategy to fill missing values with
mean/mode on average outperforms the strategy to impute missing values with k-NN model.
This may seem surprising because the strategy of filling missing values with mean or mode
is naive in a sense that it does not even attempt to guess/predict the true value that describes
particular project by particular attribute. The k-NN model attempts to predict this missing
value based on values of other attributes. Thus, in theory it should give more accurate predic-
tions. It is however possible that this particular k-NN model did not have optimal values for
its settings, especially for ”number of neighbours” used. Further investigation of improving
the accuracy of predictions with other strategies/settings for imputing missing values will be
performed in future.

Figure 4. Predictive accuracy by eliminating missing values

Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of the achieved MCC for different settings of automated
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feature selection, i.e. for selecting top 5, 15 or 30 attributes according to their values of
information gain ratio. In addition, the last group consists of all attributed available, i.e.
without applying such feature selection procedure.

For validation subset it can be observed that the obtained median MCC slightly increases
with the number of attributes using by model/algorithm. However, these differences seem to
be very small. Furthermore, both the range of MCC (the height of ”whiskers” in the figure)
and the interquartile range (the ”box” in the figure) almost do not change with different num-
ber of features selected. Table 3 illustrates if the difference in MCC between pairs of settings
have been statistically significant in performed Wilcoxon signed rank tests. A tick-mark (3)
indicates that statistically significant difference in MCC between particular pair of settings has
been found. These tests revealed differences between the following pairs of settings: ’5’–’30’,
’15’–’30’, ’5’–’all’, and ’15’–’all’.

For test subset the influence of automated feature selection settings on MCC does not ap-
pear to be straightforward – there does not appear to be any monotonic ”trend” as in validation
subset. The highest accuracy, both as maximum and median MCC, can be observed for top
30 features selected. However, for top five features the highest and median MCC are slightly
better than for top 15 features. Yet, observed differences are very small in magnitude and not
statistically significant between any pair of investigated settings (Table 3 – no tick-mark for
any pair of settings for test subset). Thus, these results do not confirm the existence of the
optimal number of features included in the model (i.e. not too high not too low), at least for
the investigated strategy of feature selection by information gain ratio and number of features
selected.

Figure 5. Predictive accuracy by automated feature selection

The differences in MCC for a range of classifiers have been illustrated in Figure 6. We
can observe quite high variation of the achieved MCC by different classifiers. A W-ZeroR
classifier can be used as a baseline as it predicts the mode of outcome variable (or mean
value in regression problems) regardless of the number and values of predictor variables. We
can observe that no classifier achieved the median MCC lower than W-ZeroR. However, in
validation subset the median MCC for k-NN and Random Forest was the same and W-Logistic
achieved only slightly higher median MCC than W-ZeroR. Decision Tree, W-DTNB, W-J48,
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Table 3. Statistically significant differences in MCC pairwise between different number of features
selected (above diagonal for validation subset, below diagonal for test subset)

5 15 30 all
5 – 3 3

15 – 3 3

30 –
all –

W-NBTree and W-BayesNet achieved the highest Median(MCC) = 0.47. Slightly lower
median MCC have been achieved by Naive Bayes (0.45) and W-BFTree (0.43). Almost all
classifiers, except k-NN and W-ZeroR, achieved perfect prediction (MCC = 1) in at least one
scheme and data fold. On the other side, nearly all of them also achieved very low accuracy
(MCC ≈ −0.5 or even lower) in at least one scheme and data fold. The interquartile range
for W-Logistic and W-KStar crosses zero for MCC - it means that in over 25% of obtained
predictions the MCC was negative, i.e. worse than random predictions.

In test subset we can also observe high variation in MCC between classifiers. The overall
and interquartile ranges are much shorter than for validation subset. The best performing clas-
sifiers by median MCC are: W-NBTree (0.37), W-Logistic and W-SimpleLogistic (both 0.33),
W-BayesNet and W-LMT (both 0.30). Nine classifiers, Decision Tree, W-DTNB, W-J48,
W-NBTree, W-LMT, W-BFTree, W-Logistic, W-SimpleLogistic and W-BayesNet achieved
accuracy of MCC > 0 for all prediction schemes in which they have been used. On the
other end, the worst performing classifiers by median and other quartiles of MCC include
W-ZeroR, k-NN, and W-OneR. The highest range of MCC has been observed for W-OneR
which indicates that classifier performed both very well and very poor depending on other
components of prediction scheme.

Table 4 illustrates pairs of classifiers for which the difference in MCC has been statistically
significant. Majority of them are for validation subset, mostly because of higher volume of
data - in validation, each prediction scheme has been evaluated by ten folds whereas in test
by a single subset. Thus, it is easier to detect statistically significant differences in validation
subset. In test subset there are two classifiers that form the pairs of classifiers between which
differences in MCC are statistically significant, i.e. W-ZeroR with 14 classifiers and W-KStar
with four classifiers. The differences in MCC between other pairs of classifiers have not been
statistically significant.

Results presented in this subsection show that there is a very high variability for most com-
ponents of prediction schemes. For example, basic summary statistics for MCC for different
settings of feature pre-selection component (’no’ or ’yes’) are quite similar – see Figure 3
where boxplots differ more between the subsets but very little between different settings in
this component. Wilcoxon 2-sided signed rank test confirmed significant differences between
these settings. The problem is that it is really difficult to ”recommend” one of these settings
for practical use. Using each of them may result in providing quite accurate (as for this study)
predictions for MCC but also really inaccurate predictions.

Similar situation occurs partially for other components. For missing values elimination
component, there is no clearly winning setting for validation subset (Figure 4). For test subset
filling by mean/mode seems to outperform imputation by k-NN - but there is a lot of overlap
between distributions of predicted MCC for test subset.

There is also no clear winner among classifiers. There is a very high variability of pre-
dicted MCC in validation subset. In test subset it is much smaller, as for other components.
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Figure 6. Predictive accuracy by classifier

Choosing a classifier by the results in test subset is still not straightforward. Two classifiers
that provide the most accurate predictions overall for MCC are W-LMT and W-SimpleLogistic
– the top MCC for them reached 0.71. Does it mean that these classifiers perform the best? It
depends on criteria for selecting the best classifier. In terms of maximum MCC these classi-
fiers are the best. But the Median(MCC) is higher for W-NBTree. There are also classifiers,
namely W-DTNB, W-NBTree, and W-BayesNet, for which the lowest MCC is higher than the
lowest MCC for W-LMT and W-SimpleLogistic. Thus, there is no particular classifier that is
the best under all criteria. Performance of a classifier also significantly depends on settings in
other components of prediction schemes (except for naive W-ZeroR that simply predicts the
mode).

4.3. The best and the worst performing schemes
When investigating different settings in individual components of prediction schemes, it

can be observed that for some components and datasets (i.e. either validation or test subsets)
some statistically significant differences exist but which seem to be in small magnitude. We
can also see high variation of predictive performance measured by MCC. Therefore, to sup-
plement this analysis, here we investigate complete schemes, not individual components of
schemes. Specifically, we investigate which schemes performed the best and the worst.

Table 5 demonstrates top ten best performing schemes in terms of the achieved MCC
in test subset. The highest MCC (≈ 0.71) has been achieved by two schemes: with no
human-made feature pre-selection applied, with missing values replaced by mean/mode,
with 30 attributes with top information gain ratio selected and with either W-LMT or
W-SimpleLogistic as the classifier. Only ten schemes achievedMCC ≥ 0.50. These schemes
have been built by different classifiers with exception of W-OneR and W-BFTree that appear
twice in these top ten schemes. We can see that most of these top performing classifiers are
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Table 4. Statistically significant differences in MCC pairwise between classifiers (above diagonal for
validation subset, below diagonal for test subset)
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16 3 - 3 3
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less popular than those frequently used in binary classification problems in software engineer-
ing area, e.g. k-NN, Random Forest, or Naive Bayes. In addition, a simple classifier W-OneR
that generates a single rule with just one attribute performs quite well - tied as third best in
two different schemes.

The only common component setting for these best performing schemes is that each of
them uses filling missing values by mean or mode rather than imputing missing values by an
internal predictive model/algorithm. We can also see that seven of these ten best schemes in-
volve automated feature selection with 30 attributes. When investigating aggregated accuracy
in Section 4.2 no statistically significant differences between different settings for automated
feature selection have been found. In contrast, here we can see that majority of best per-
forming schemes involve selecting 30 attributes. Thus, these results suggest that reducing the
number of attributes may result in achieving higher accuracy of predictions.

The worst performing schemes in test subset have been listed in Table 6. All of them
achieved the MCC < 0, and the lowest overall MCC = −0.44 was for W-OneR classifier
with no feature pre-selection, with imputing missing values with k-NN and with either 15, 30
or all attributes used.

In contrast to the group of best performing schemes, in this group there are fewer com-
mon settings. Three of these schemes involved no feature selection, neither by expert nor by
automated algorithm. The worst performing schemes involve three different schemes with
W-OneR classifier and four other with Decision Tree classifier.

Surprisingly, two changes in settings of scheme’s components can completely reverse the
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Table 5. Best performing schemes by MCC for test subset

Features preselected Impute missing Number of features Classifier MCC
no mean/mode 30 W-LMT 0.71
no mean/mode 30 W-SimpleLogistic 0.71
yes mean/mode all W-OneR 0.60
yes mean/mode 30 W-OneR 0.60
yes mean/mode 30 W-BFTree 0.60
no mean/mode 30 W-LWL 0.59
yes mean/mode 30 W-LADTree 0.53
yes mean/mode 5 Decision Tree 0.53
yes mean/mode 5 W-BFTree 0.53
yes mean/mode 30 W-NBTree 0.50

accuracy of predictions. W-OneR classifier with feature pre-selection applied, with miss-
ing values filled by mean/mode and either top 30 or all attributes selected performed very
well with MCC = 0.60 (Table 5). Changing two settings, namely not performing feature
pre-selection and switching from filling missing values to imputing them with k-NN model,
caused that achieved accuracy turned to be the worst among schemes with MCC = −0.44
(Table 6).

Table 6. Worst performing schemes by MCC for test subset

Features preselected Impute missing Number of features Classifier MCC
no k-NN all W-OneR -0.44
no k-NN 30 W-OneR -0.44
no k-NN 15 W-OneR -0.44
no mean/mode 15 Decision Tree -0.32
no mean/mode 30 Decision Tree -0.27
no k-NN all Decision Tree -0.20
yes k-NN all W-LADTree -0.20
yes k-NN 30 W-LADTree -0.20
no mean/mode all Decision Tree -0.15
yes mean/mode 30 Random Forest -0.15

Let us investigate these surprising results for W-OneR. Table 7 illustrates confusion ma-
trices for W-OneR classifier in these top-three and worst overall schemes. When comparing
these schemes, we can observe that predictions of both true positives and true negatives has
decreased – from ten to three and from eight to three, respectively. Thus, also other popular
evaluation measures have decreased, e.g. recall from 0.63 to 0.19 and precision from 1.0
to 0.38. In fact, these worst performing schemes predict worse than random guesses. The
sum of true positives with true negatives (main diagonal in confusion matrix) is lower than
sum of false positives with false negatives (antidiagonal in confusion matrix). Thus, reversing
predictions from true to false and otherwise would result in achieving better accuracy than
these worst performing schemes.

Such significant shift in achieved accuracy for this classifier has been partially caused
by poor performance of k-NN classifier in this analysis. First, in eliminating missing values,
imputing with k-NN on average performed worse than simple filling by mean/mode (Figure 4).
Second, the k-NN also performed poor as a classifier in comparison with other classifiers
(Figure 6). Such poor performance may be specific to this analysis because of high variability
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between projects. Thus, k-NN algorithm faced difficulties in finding relevant neighbours, i.e.
projects similar to the one being classified.

Table 7. Confusion matrices for W-OneR classifier for test subset in top three scheme (left) and the
worst overall (right); correctly classified projects marked in bold

In top three scheme The worst overall
Actual = true Actual = false Actual = true Actual = false

Predicted = true 10 0 3 5
Predicted = false 6 8 13 3

5. Related work
In software engineering research field two most common targets for prediction are effort

and defects for which there exists an extensive literature. User satisfaction has been investi-
gated in fewer studies. Some of them are focused on exploratory analysis of factors affecting
user satisfaction [2, 35, 36] and are therefore not relevant for the current study. Predicting
user satisfaction has been investigated in even fewer studies. This may be caused by the fact
that user satisfaction as a soft and subjective measure is perceived as hard or even impossible
to predict [4] and therefore some researchers may not even try to focus on such type of study.
In addition, studies focused on predicting user satisfaction are biased by the fact that they are
predicting subjective target.

Fenton et al. [37] developed a Bayesian network that in higher degree encoded expert
knowledge rather than empirical data. While the main objective for the model was to predict
resources, i.e. development effort, in software projects, this model also enables providing
predictions for user satisfaction. Here, user satisfaction has been modelled as a function of
quality delivered (for which a defect rate serves as a surrogate measure) and specification
accuracy that aggregates specification and process factors. Unfortunately, the authors do not
report the accuracy of predictions achieved by their model, neither for resources nor for user
satisfaction. Therefore, results from their study cannot be directly compared with the ones in
the current study.

Another predictive model represented as a Bayesian network has been discussed in [38].
The main focus of this model was to predict a range of software quality attributes as defined
in the ISO 25010 standard [1] and relationships between them. User satisfaction is one of
target variables included in the model. It has been modelled as in strong relationship with
functional suitability and in moderate relationships with performance efficiency, usability, and
effectiveness - according to the results from a questionnaire survey among software managers
and experts. The strongest influential relationship on user satisfaction was modelled from
specification process, development process (among process factors), and user interface type
(among project factors). That paper does not report achieved accuracy using validation with a
real dataset, so also cannot be directly compared with the current study.

An earlier study [10] has been focused on identifying important relationships with MSO.
Also the ISBSG dataset has been used in that study. The prediction of MSO has been per-
formed using the CN2 rules in 10-fold cross-validation achieving accuracy on that validation
subset of MCC = 0.42. Such value would put CN2 around eight place among 18 classifiers
evaluated in the current study. However, in that study predictions have been made on slightly
different data, i.e. with no partitioning on validation and test subsets and with different data
preprocessing stage. Thus, these results are not directly comparable.
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Cerpa et al. [32] compared a range of schemes in predicting project outcome. In that study
project outcome is defined as either success or failure. The authors performed a questionnaire
survey among over 90 software developers working on in-house software. The respondents
were describing projects according to questions in the questionnaire and rated each project
as either success or failure according to their belief. Although, this project outcome is not
formally an equivalent of user satisfaction, it aggregates a range of factors (according to
respondent’s view), possibly including user satisfaction. Thus, that study can be treated as
similar to the current one, remembering that completely different dataset has been used in
both studies. The authors made the following findings:
— Feature selection using information gain scores improves classification accuracy - not con-

firmed in the current study as different measure (information gain ratio) has been used in
feature selection.

— Statistical and ensemble classifiers are robust for predicting project outcome, i.e. that pre-
dictions were accurate for a wide range of attributed included in the model and relationship
between number of attributes and achieved accuracy by given scheme has been smooth.
This has not been investigated in the current study.

— Random Forest is the most appropriate technique for determining project outcome (as
measured by area under ROC curve - AUC). In the current study Random Forest in com-
parison with other classifiers on average performed poorly in validation subset, in the
middle of the pack in test subset. The highest place of prediction scheme involving Ran-
dom Forest in test subset was 25 among 288 investigated. Thus, the current study cannot
replicate good performance of Random Forest.

6. Conclusions and future work
Performed study involved building and comparing performance of 288 schemes for pre-

dicting user satisfaction. Obtaining results discussed earlier led to formulating the following
conclusions:
1. On average obtained accuracy of predictions tends to be low withMedian(MCC) = 0.30

in validation subset and Median(MCC) = 0.24 in test subset. Two best performing
schemes achieved the MCC = 0.71 which can be regarded as quite good for predicting
MSO which is a soft and subjective measure. The best performing schemes using the
minimal number of attributes (i.e. 5) involved human-made feature pre-selection, filling
missing values with mean or mode and using Decision Tree or W-BFTree as classifier to
reach the accuracy of MCC = 0.53.

2. Performing feature pre-selection by human expert produces a difference in MCC that is
statistically significant but small in magnitude.

3. On average, filling missing values with mean/mode outperforms imputing missing values
with k-NN model in terms of the achieved accuracy of prediction schemes.

4. The accuracy achieved by schemes depends on the number of features selected. It is gen-
erally worthy to reduce the number of features being careful not to use too few. Obtained
results do not provide clear indication what the number of features selected would give
the highest accuracy of predictions.

5. Among the classifiers that performed among the best in both validation and test subsets
are W-NBTree, and W-BayesNet.
Plans for future work involve performing extended study of predicting user satisfaction.

The most important extension covers optimizing prediction schemes, e.g. parameters of
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classifiers and/or feature selection. Furthermore, the current study involved a single test
subset. Extended study may be performed as M × N cross-validation where an N -fold
cross-validation is repeated M times. Additionally, other classifiers may be investigated.
Finally, the current study has been focused on a single attribute of user satisfaction. Ex-
tended studies may cover other attributes that exist in the dataset or combining them into an
aggregated attribute.
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Appendix 1. Parameter settings for classifiers

Table 8. Values of main parameters used for classifiers

Acronym Parameters
NB laplace correction = true
k-NN k = 5, mixed measure = MixedEuclideanDistance
DT criterion = gain ratio, maximal depth = 20, apply pruning = true, apply preprun-

ing = true, minimal gain = 0.1, minimal leaf size = 2, minimal size for split =
4

RF number of trees = 10, guess subset ratio = true, voting strategy = confidence vote,
other important settings as for DT

W-ZeroR —
W-OneR B = 6
W-PART C = 0.25, M = 2, U = false
W-DTNB X = 10, I = false
W-J48 C = 0.25, M = 2, A = true
W-NBTree —
W-LMT I = -1, M = 15, W = 9, A = true
W-LADTree B = 10
W-BFTree P = POSTPRUNED, M = 2, N = 5, C = 1.0
W-Logistic R = 1.0E-8, M = 100
W-SimpleLogistic M = 500, H = 50, W = 0, A = true
W-BayesNet D = -Q, Q = K2, E = SimpleEstimator
W-LWL A = LinearNNSearch -A ”EuclideanDistance -R first-last”, K = 10, U = 4, W =

SMO
W-KStar B = 20, E = false, M = n(ormal)
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Abstract: In this paper the additive algorithm of spectral analysis is considered. This algorithm con-

sists of algebraic summation of samples of basis functions taken at certain points of an in-

terval of an independent variable of a given function. Two variants of simulation of the 

additive algorithm are considered. In the first variant the process of receiving discrete val-

ues of continuous spectrum of a continuous function is considered. The second variant uses 

the additive algorithm for Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), which is widely used in prac-

tice for converting graphic images. The conception of the accelerated calculation of the 

DCT is considered on examples of real two dimensional graphic images. The fragments of 

proposed programs for simulation of the additive algorithm for continuous signals and for 

image processing are represented in meta language.  

Keywords: high performance computing, lossy data compression, spectral analysis 

 

1. Introduction 

Lossy data compression gives a possibility to obtain a compact representation of data 

with enough satisfactory accuracy. There is a significant number of publications that are 

devoted to problems of construction of numerical schemes for the rapid compression of in-

formation. The vast majority of them are devoted to methods of rapid compression and de-

compression of image information. Among this stream of publications it should be allocated 

those ones which propose ways to increase computing speed due to some loss of reliability 

of image reconstruction, after the transformation. In these publications it was shown how 

due to some loss of accuracy to obtain a high and, in some cases, very high speed processing 

of information. Part of publications is devoted to constructing algorithms for performing 

transformation with using reduced number of arithmetic operations [1-5], with reduced 

number of bits in representation graphical information [6], with reduced size of representa-

tion of pixels [7] and so on [8, 9]. In other part of these publications the number of opera-

tions is reduced by means of eliminations of multiplications during the performing 

transformation by using only algebraic addition operations. These algorithms are called ad-

ditive [10-13]. 

There are two kinds of additive algorithms for the fast calculation of the Fourier integral 

using additive formulas, which are respectively called direct additive formulas and dual ad-

ditive formulas [10, 12]. Implementation of the second kind of the additive algorithms for 

computing the Fourier integral is done by means of algebraic summing basis functions taken 

at the points which are determined by calculating a definite integral of a function and com-
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paring its value with a certain value called threshold. When the value of a definite integral 

of an analyzed function becomes equal to the threshold value at these points we fix the val-

ues of basis functions. These values of basis functions are algebraically summed. Thus in 

the implementation of the dual additive algorithm an irregular grid of values of an inde-

pendent variable is obtained. These values are not known in advance, because they depend 

on the values of the analyzed function and the threshold value. This kind of the additive 

algorithm can be implemented directly into an analog-digital converter which works with 

the analog representation of an analyzed function, and, for example, it may be consisted of 

an analog integrator and comparator. In this case the transformation of an analyzed function 

in a digital form is not required in general. It is necessary only to have the numerical values 

of an independent variable at those points where the value of a definite integral of a ana-

lyzed function is equal to a predetermined threshold value. The dual additive algorithm for 

the Fourier transform was proposed in [10]. Later, in [11], it was proposed to use this algo-

rithm for calculation of Fourier coefficients for solving differential equations in partial de-

rivatives. In this paper filtering properties of additive algorithms and their implementation 

by means of dual formulas were also studied. In [12-13] the theoretical questions of direct 

and dual additive algorithms and their apply to calculate the spectral density of signals were 

considered.  

In proposed paper the additive dual algorithm to calculate the DCT for two dimensional 

image is considered and slice structures of considered realizations of the additive algorithm 

are presented. The application of the additive algorithm allow to obtain very fast computing 

schemes because the computing process becomes completely additive without using multi-

plicative arithmetic operations. 

2. Preliminaries 

Consider in more detail the obtaining dual formulas of additive algorithm for an approx-

imate calculation of Fourier integrals. If the basic part of energy of continual signals is con-

centrated in the limited intervals of time [-T/2, T/2] and frequencies [-Ω/2, Ω/2], then we 

have the following approximate relations between a signal F(t) and a spectrum S(ω) of this 

signal 
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where 

 ���� = 	���� + 		
���, 
 ���� = ��� + 	����. 

The essence of a method of an approximate calculation of Fourier integrals using dual 

formulas is the following. The processing information used in the construction of dual for-

mulas is similar to processing information in neural networks. It is known that in neural 

networks individual neurons generate an output signal when the sum of input signals ex-

ceeds a certain threshold. Also, in the implementation of dual AFT formulas we propose to 

integrate an investigated function and compare the value obtained by the integration of this 

function with a threshold. When the value of the integral of an input function equals the 
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value of the threshold, values of basis functions at these points are fixed. The obtained val-

ues of basis functions are used in dual formulas of the AFT to calculate values of an spectral 

density of an input function. One can get the integrals (1), (2) using the algebraic addition of 

the values of sin�� and cos��, taken in specific discrete values of time and frequency. We 

consider this method in detail. The whole interval of integration in (1) is divided into small 

intervals so that we could present the function ����� with a sufficient accuracy by linear 

terms of the Taylor series on intervals. For each interval of integration we have 

� �����������
����

��
= ������ � ����	��

����

��
+ �� ���, 

where 

�� ��� = 	�	���"#$%���&���%' − ���$	, �� ∈ [0, ,] 
If Im������ = 0, i.e. F(t) = f(t), then it is possible to determine the obtained discrete 

values of time so that they satisfy the following condition: 

 0 ���	������
�� = 1�2 , (3) 

where 3 1�2 3 = 12  and 12 	is a constant value equal to an integral threshold value. 

Obviously, the sequences of discrete values of time are completely determined by the 

function ��� and 12 , since these are points at which the values of the integral of ��� will 

be equal to 12 . Quite naturally, the number of integration intervals 4, depends on the 12  

and the function ���. Therefore it cannot be determined beforehand. Then we obtain evalu-

ation of (1)-(2): 

 �6��� = 	 12 ∑ cos���8�9: 	sgn 1�2 , (4) 

 
<��� = 	 12 ∑ sin���	sgn 1�28�9: ,	 (5) 

Moreover, when we calculate the values (4) and (5) the same grid values of the analyzed 

function are used. Similarly for evaluation of integral (2) it is possible to receive the dual 

additive formula for determination of values of function by means of the given values of its 

spectral density [10 ]. 

 6��� = 	 1 '
$#

= ∑ cos��>?>9: 	sgn 1>@ 	, 
where 1=  is a threshold of the integral of a spectral function on elementary intervals during 

restoration of the original function. An error value in the integration by the dual additive 

algorithm depends on the frequency of basis functions. The higher the frequency the greater 

the error which we obtain for the spectral density. 

3. Computer simulation 

In this section we describe the computer simulation of the additive algorithm considered 

in the previous section and present some fragments of programs for this simulation in meta 

language. First we describe the simulation of the additive algorithm for calculating discrete 

values of the spectral density of input signals. To compare the obtained results we use the 

Euler algorithm of numerical integration for calculation of spectral density computed in the 

same points. Then we describe the simulation of an additive algorithm for calculating dis-

crete values of a spectrum in accordance with additive formula of the DCT that is a Fourier-
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related transform. We compare the results obtained by applying the additive algorithm with 

results obtained using the conventional DCT algorithm. This algorithm is performed for the 

case when an input signal is presented by means of pixel brightness values in the real graph-

ic image. Then the results of the simulation by partial applying the additive method in the 

implementation of the direct DCT for the two-dimensional graphic image are presented. In 

this case we use the addition formulas for calculating discrete values of a spectrum of a two-

dimensional image in direction X and the traditional formulas for calculating the DCT spec-

trum of discrete values in direction Y for a synthetic two-dimensional image. We perform 

the inverse transformation using traditional formulas of the DCT. 

3.1. Computer simulation of calculating discrete values of the continuous spec-

trum 

We developed a computer program for the simulation of the additive algorithm and we 

investigated filtering properties of the calculation algorithm by means of formulas (4), (5). 

For performing test of the additive algorithm we have to simulate the work of the analog-

digital converter. This converter, instead to give at output a digit values of the original func-

tion, produces an integration of an original function. Then we compare the value of the inte-

gral with a threshold value established a priori and when the value of the integral becomes 

equal to the threshold we fix this time moment. The converter gives a value of an independ-

ent variable at this point in the form of a digital code. Simulation of the work of the analog-

digital converter is performed in accordance with fragment of a program given below. The 

results obtained by this fragment of a program are given in the form of a table of values of 

an independent variable where the integral of an original function is equal to the threshold 

value. This table is labeled as tableX[] in the main fragment of the program (see below). 

As mentioned above this work is carried out only once and then the results are used repeat-

edly for compute all digital values of the spectrum density. 

Algorithm1. 

Input: 

  interval_T – interval of analysis 

  xq - value of the independent variable at a point q 

  dxq - increment of the independent variable 

  lambda - threshold value of the integral 

  intl - current value of the integral 

  intlm - module current value of the integral 

  nr - current number of the integration interval 

  Nd - number of elementary integration intervals 

  function(xq)- value of original function at a point q 

 

Output: 

  tableX[]- table of values of an independent variable 

 

while xq <= interval_T 

  while intlm <= lambda  

    intl = intl + function (xq+dxq)*dx_q 

    intlm = intl > 0 ? intl: - intl  

    xq = xq + dxq 

  end while 

  intl = 0 

  nr++ 
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  tableX[nr] = xq*sgn(intl) 

end while 

Nd=nr 

return tableX[] 

 

Computer simulation of calculation of discrete values of the continuous spectrum of an 

input signal have been performed with the following conditions: the interval of investigation 

of a real function and the interval of the spectral density are equal to 2π. The text of the 

main part of the program is the following. 

Algorithm2. 

Input: 

  lambda - threshold 

  omega_k - a point of frequency at which the calculated 

  value of spectral density 

  nr - current number of the integration interval 

  Nd - number of elementary integration intervals  

 

Output: 

  AAk(omega_k) – value of a spectral density in a point 

  omega_k 

 

while nr <= Nd 

  nr++ 

  AAk(omega_k) = AAk(omega_k)+ 

  sgn(tableX[nr])cos(omega_k,tableX[nr]) 

end while 

return AAk(omega_k) = AAk(omega_k)*lambda /M_PI 

 

To estimate the results of simulation we compare them with results of calculating formu-

la (1) using the Euler numerical algorithm of integration. The text of the main part of the 

program is presented below. 

Algorithm3. 

Input: 

  interval_T – interval of analysis 

  omega_k - a point of frequency in which calculated 

  value of spectral density 

  xk - value of the independent variable at a point k 

  dxk - increment of the independent variable 

  function(xk)- value of original function at a point k 

  nr - current number of the integration interval 

  Nk - number of elementary integration intervals 

 

Output: 

  Ak(omega_k) – value of a spectral density at a point 

  omega_k 

 

while xk <= interval_T 

  Ak(omega_k) = Ak(omega_k) + 

  function(xk)*cos(omega_k,xk)*dxk 
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  xk=xk+dxk 

  nr++ 

end while  

Nk=nr  

return Ak(omega_k) = Ak(omega_k)/M_PI 

 

We performed experiments when the original function is given in the following form: 

  �A� = ∑ cos�B ∗ omega ∗ A�FG9' , x ∈[0, interval_T],  

presented in Fig.1. In this figure the values of the original function are given in view of 

black points in which the definite integral of this function on the elementary integration in-

terval becomes equal to the threshold value. 

 

Figure 1. The original signal presented by a set of points 

The original signal shown in Fig.1 is presented by a set of points where the values of the 

basis functions are taken. Spectral analysis was performed by means of the additive algo-

rithm with following parameters: interval_Ω ∈ [0, 6.28], lambda = 0.1, 

dxq=0.01, Nd=58, wherein the number of intervals of integration depends on an original 

function. The result of the experiment is shown in Fig.2. 

 

Figure 2. Spectrum of the original signal calculated by means of the additive algorithm 

and the Euler algorithm 

The graph of the results of analysis performed by means of the additive algorithm is 

shown as a shaded surface and the graph of the results of the Euler algorithm is shown with-

out hatching. Spectral analysis was performed by means of the Euler algorithm with follow-

ing parameters: interval_Ω ∈ [0, 6.28], dxk = 0.098, Nk = 64. The simulation 

results are also presented in Table 1. In this table the values of the spectrum received by 
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means of the additive algorithm and the Euler algorithm for the original function which 

graph is shown above in Fig. 1. 

Table 1. Comparison of the additive algorithm and the Euler algorithm 

Algorithm 1*omega 2*omega 3*omega 4*omega 5*omega 6*omega 

SOA 1.022 1.029 1.04 1.019 1.007 0.969 

Euler 1.187 1.187 1.187 1.187 1.187 1.187 

 

We see that errors received as a result of the simulation with applying the additive algo-

rithm less than errors received as a result of the simulation with applying the Euler algo-

rithm. It is important that this result was received when number of points in the grid of 

values of the independent variable of the original function in the additive algorithm was less 

than in the Euler algorithm. 

3.2. Computer simulation of additive realization of DCT conversion 

Now we consider an application of the additive algorithm for calculation of the DCT, 

which is widely used for image compression. It is well known that the DCT is a Fourier-

related transform. In general, there are eight variants of the standard DCT, four of which are 

often used. Let us consider the development of the DST-II, which is the most commonly 

used in modern technologies of compression for visual and audio images, such as JPEG and 

MPEG [1]. The DCT, as a cosine transform, assumes an even extension of an original func-

tion. The DCT is used to convert real numbers f(0), ..., f(N-1) in a series of real numbers 

G(0), ..., G(N-1), where G(0) is the average value of the sample sequence. 

 H�0� = I1 4⁄ ∑ �L�M�'N9:  

 H�O� = I2 4⁄ ∑ �L� cos�QO�2L + 1� 24�, O = 1,2, …4 − 1⁄M�'N9:  (6) 

Now we apply additive algorithm for receiving of the ADCT formulas as it was de-

scribed above. According to (4) the formula (6) is transformed as follows 

 H�O� = I2 4⁄ 1S ∑ sgn� 1T2 �	cos�QO�2AT + 1� 24�, O = 1,2, …4 − 1.⁄MUT9:  (7) 

where 12 = 3 1T2 3 , 1T2 	is a current value of a of the integral of linearized values of the 

original function �L�, L ∈ 	 �0, … , 4�, 12  is a threshold value of the integral, Nd  is the 

number of intervals of integration, AT is a current value of independent variable. 

Suppose that we have the original function in view of discrete values given in points of 

uniform grid of an independent variable. For testing the additive algorithm we choose the 

result of scanning a line of real image as an original function. The values of the input signal 

these are brightness points on line with number 60 of image (from the top), which is repre-

sented in Fig. 5. For example, we take the result of scanning a monochromatic image pre-

sented in the system RGB at 24 bits. In this case each color is presented by 8 bits, therefore 

brightness of the image points lie in the range 0 - 255. To estimate the result of modeling we 

will compare it with the result of using the conventional DCT algorithm. 

In accordance with idea of an additive algorithm a grid of values of an independent vari-

able, in nodes of which there should be chosen values of basis functions, is irregular and is 

determined in the process of integration of an original function. In this case for simulation 

of an analog-digital converter we have to perform a linear interpolation in the intervals be-

tween the values of an original function defined by the table of its values. We obtain the 

brightness of an image between neighbors pixels using linear interpolation. After interpola-
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tion it is necessary to carry out the integration of the resulting function to obtain a table of 

values of the independent variable (tableX[]), just as was done earlier in the program 

(Algorithm1) for simulation of an analog-digital converter. The text of the main part of a 

program for modeling the work of the additive algorithm for calculation of the ADCT 

(Aditive DCT) for one point of a spectrum is presented below. 

Algorithm4. 

Input: 

  lambda - threshold value of the integral 

  Nd - a number of elementary integration intervals 

  N - a number of discrete value of original function 

  nr – current number of an interval of integration  

  k - current number of value of the ADCT 

  tableX[]- table of values of an independent variable 

  a with sign current value of the integral 

 

Output: 

  ADCT(k) –value of a spectrum at a point k 

 

for(nr = 0; nr <= Nd; nr++) 

  ADCT(k) = ADCT(k)+  

  sgn(tableX[nr])cos(M_PI*k*(2*tableX[nr]+1)/(2N)) 

end for 

return ADCT(k) = ADCT(k)*lambda*sqrt(2/N) 

 

The experiment have been performed in accordance with the above fragment of a pro-

gram. Values of brightness of points on a line of the image and DCT spectrum of this input 

signal are presented in the Fig. 3. 

 

Figure 3. Values of brightness of points on a line of the image and DCT spectrum 
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Figure 4. Values of brightness of points on a line of the image, spectrum of the original signal per-

formed by the additive algorithm, and graphs of the errors 

The experimental conditions were as follows: N∈[0,199], tableX[] was received 

with parameters dxq = 0.1 and the different values of lambda and respectively Nd. 

The simulation results are presented in Fig.4, on which the graph of the ADCT and graphs 

of errors are presented. The graphs of errors are displaced downwards along the ordinate on 

80 and 160 positions respectively. The results of the experiment with lambda =132 are 

represented on the graph of errors, which displaced downwards along the ordinate on 160 

positions down. The number of points Nd in which it is necessary to take values of the basis 

function equals 235. The results of the experiment with lambda = 73 are represented on 

the graph of errors, which is displaced downwards along the ordinate on 80 positions down. 

The number of the points Nd in which it is necessary to take the values of the basis function 

equals 422. 

The calculations of the average error in the experiment was conducted according to the 

following formula: 

  error� = �1 4⁄ �∑ [DCT�L� − ADCT�L�]M�'N9:   (8) 

and the average value of error modulo is presented according to the formula 

  error�] = �1 4⁄ �∑ mod[DCT�L� − ADCT�L�]M�'N9:  (9) 

Table 2. Comparison errors of the additive algorithm 

lambda Nd errorA errorAm 

64 481 6.63 8.33 

73 422 6.25 7.82 

96 322 5.31 7.55 

132 235 3.64 9.17 

 

The results of the experiment are shown in Table 2. It is interesting to note that the aver-

age error in a certain degree depends on the number Nd of samples of basis functions. The 

error becomes less if number of samples Nd becomes less. This phenomenon may be ex-

plained by increasing symmetry of the errors relative to the point with zero value. We can 

see displacement of errors in the direction to the positive values in Fig. 4, where the graph 

of errors displaced downwards along the ordinate on 80 positions is presented. On the other 
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hand average values of errors modules are increased rapidly when the number of samples 

Nd approaches to the number of samples of the original signal in the DCT algorithm. This 

phenomenon is understandable and do not require explanation, see Fig.4, where the graph of 

errors displaced downwards along the ordinate on 160 positions is presented. It should also 

pay attention to the fact that in this experiment we calculate the threshold value of the inte-

gral of a linearized form of a function. This process introduce of course some errors in the 

obtained values of the ADCT. 

Now we consider the process of restoring an image based of its conversion ADCT. First 

we reconstruct a one-dimensional function which is one of horizontal lines of the two-

dimensional image. This function is shown in Fig.3. The discrete spectrum of the DCT of 

this function is also shown in this figure. From a spectrum obtained by the ADCT we will 

restore the value of an original function. For this purpose we apply the inverse formula of 

the DCT. The main part of the reconstruction algorithm of an original function is shown 

below. 

Algorithm5. 

Input: 

  N – a number of values of a spectrum calculated by ADCT 

  k - current number of a point of the recovered image 

  n - current number of value of the ADCT 

  ADCT(n) – digital value of the spectrum at a point n 

 

Output: 

  imageR(k)- brightness of a pixel at a point k 

 

for(n = 0; n <= N-1; n++) 

  imageR(k) = imageR(k) + ADCT(n) * cos(M_PI*k*(2*n+1)/(2*N)) 

end for 

imageR(k) = imageR(k)*sqrt(2/N) 

return imageR() 

 

In accordance with the above fragment of a program a series of experiments have been 

performed. After the experiments we evaluate the average value of the error in the image 

reconstruction according to the formulas  

  error^ = �1 4⁄ �∑ [image�L� − image^�L�]M�'N9:  (10) 

 error^] = �1 4⁄ �∑ mod[image�L� − image^�L�]M�'N9:  (11) 

In the Table 3 the errors of the recovered image line that have been received with using 

discrete values of the spectrum calculated by means of additive algorithm are represented.  

 The performed experiments produced the following results. 

Table 3. Comparison of errors of the reconstructed image. 

lambda Nd errorR errorRm 
64 481 0.54 6.17 
73 422 0.51 5.88 
96 322 0.49 6.02 
132 235 0.47 6.69 
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In this case we see symmetrical character of errors because the average values of errors 

are small by comparison with the average values of error modules. 

We also tested the additive algorithm using it for compression of two-dimensional im-

ages. In this case we used the ADCT for image processing in one direction and the conven-

tional DCT in an opposite direction. To perform the first step we get a table of values of an 

independent variable in which the integral of brightness of the original image is equal to the 

threshold value. As we analyzed a two-dimensional image it is necessary to obtain a two-

dimensional table of values of an independent variable by the direction in which the algo-

rithm ADCT is used. To produce a two-dimensional table of values of an independent vari-

able it is necessary to use an algorithm, similar to that given in the part of the article - 

Algorithm1, which was used to produce a table of values of an independent variable in 

the one-dimensional table (tableX[]). However, for two-dimensional image such a table 

will also be two-dimensional table2XD[][]. This sequence of values of an independent 

variable is used in the calculation of the discrete spectrum in accordance with additive algo-

rithm ADCT. The main part of the algorithm is presented below. 

Algorithm6. 

Input: 

  N - number of points of image and spectrum in direction X 

  M - number of points of image and spectrum in direction Y 

  Nd - number of intervals of integration in direction X 
  n - current number of value of image in direction X 

  m - current number of value of image in direction Y 

  l - current number of value of spectrum in direction X 

  k - current number of value of spectrum in direction Y 

  bk - the number of integration intervals in line k 

  lambda – threshold of integral value 

  tableP2D[][] – table brightness of the image points 

  tableX2D[][] – table of a sequence of discrete values of  

  independent variable in direction X 

  tableNx[] - table numbers of integration intervals in  

  direction X 

 

Output: 

  tableAD[][] – table of values of spectrum 

 

for (k=0; k<=M-1; k++)  

  for (l=0; l<=N-1; l++) 

    if(l==0)  

      for (n=0; n<=N-1; n++)  

        tableADa[k][l]= tableADa[k][l] +tableP2D[k][n]; 

        tableADa[k][l]= tableADa[k][l]*sqrt(1/N); 

      end for 

    end if 

    if(l!=0) 

      bk = tableNx[k]; 

      for (n=0; n<=bk; n++)  

        tableADa[k][l]= tableADa[k][l]+lambda*cos(M_PI*l* 

          (2*tableX2D[k][n]+1)/(2*N)); 

      end for 

      tableADa[k][l]= tableADa[k][l]*sqrt(2/N); 

    end if 
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  end for 

end for 

 

for (l=0; l<=N-1; l++)  

  for (k=0; k<=M-1; k++)  

    if(k==0) 

      for (m=0; m<=M-1; m++)  

        tableAD[k][l]= tableAD[k][l]+tableADCT2Da[m][l]; 

      end for 

      tableAD[k][l]= tableAD[k][l]*sqrt(1/M); 

    end if 

    if(k!=0) 

      for (m=0; m<=M-1; m++)  

        tableAD[k][l]= tableAD[k][l]+tableADa[m][l]  

          *cos(M_PI*k*(2*m+1)/(2*M)); 

      end for 

      tableAD[k][l]= tableAD[k][l]*sqrt(2/M); 

    end if 

  end for 

end for 

 

return tableAD[][] 

 

The received result is presented in a two-dimensional table of the discrete spectrum 

tableAD[][].Thus we get DST table for each color: red, green, and blue.  

   

   

Figure 5. Original image (left side) and image that was restored after DCT compression 

Further, applying the inverse DCT we restore the image from its obtained discrete spec-

trum using conventional formulas DCT. Fig.5 shows the original image and image restored 

from the discrete spectrum. Note that the additive formulas are used only on the stage re-

ceiving the synthetic image recorded in tableADa[][]. On the bottom and right side of 

the image three monochromatic parts of the image obtained on the basis of the red (bottom, 

left), green (top, right) and blue (bottom, right) component of the color image are shown. 

The image size is the following: width is equal to 200 pixels, height is equal to 130 pixels. 

Format of the image is 24 bit bitmap.  
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All experiments in this paper were performed in Borland Builder v6. In this environment 

for presentation of color image on the screen the function RGB(r,g,b) is used, where r, g, b 

are values of brightness of red, green and blue colors, respectively, each of which is repre-

sented by one byte. During the modeling we perform computation of the DCT, ADCT and 

the inverse DCT with numbers in format 32 bit (float, int). Then we receive result and have 

to present it by means of the function RGB( ). After using the inverse DCT we can receive 

negative values of brightness of colors because of errors in obtaining a synthetic image by 

using the ADCT. In this case the standard function RGB() yields brightness of color equal 

to complementary value to maximum brightness value. To eliminate this phenomenon we 

introduce the modification of the function RGB() in such a manner that this function return 

the values of color brightness color equal to 0, if it gets negative values of color brightness 

as a parameter. 

4. Structures of the Additive Spectral Analyzers 

The additive methods of the evaluation of Fourier integrals can be recommended for the 

analysis of processes in a real time in view of their algorithmic simplicity. For computation 

of spectral density it is possible to design a pipe line architecture. The device for the spectral 

analysis of signals using the additive algorithm for obtaining discrete values of spectral den-

sity is presented in Fig.6. The device consists of an integrator (INT), a comparator (CMP), 

generators of functions sin�� (SIN) and cos�� (COS) and summators (SM). The analyzer 

works as follows. The values of the original function ��� are input to the integrator. The 

comparator determines the moments, when a value on an output of the integrator is changed 

on the value 12  and defines sgn_ 1�2 `	of this modification. This information arrives into 

the trigonometric blocks (COS, SIN), where the values of functions sin�a�� and cos�a�� 

in these moments of time are determined. The obtained values are transmitted into summa-

tors. On an output of summators the values of a spectral density of a research signal are re-

ceived.  

 

Figure 6. Slice structure of the additive spectral analyzer by formulas (3), (4) 

Note that in a practical realization of the structure shown in Fig.6, it should note that it is 

sufficient to use one integrator input signal (INT) and comparator (CMP) which can serve a 

group of the slice structures. 
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Figure 7. Slice structure of the additive spectral analyzer by formula (7) 

When implementing the slice structure to calculate ADCT of discrete values of the spec-

trum, original function may have analog or digital representation. In context of this paper 

we suppose that original function �L� has digital representation. In this case integrator 

(INT) has to perform interpolation in the intervals between the discrete values of an original 

function before its integration. The comparator (CMP) determines the moments no, when a 

value on an output of the integrator is changed on the value 1S  and defines sgn_ 1TS ` of 

this modification. The trigonometric block (COS) calculates values of the base function 

pqB�QO�2AT + 1� 24�	⁄ and transfers them into the summator in a digital form. In these 

figures sgn� 1T�S  denotes the sign of the value of the integral of the original function on 

elementary interval. On the output of the (SM) we receive values of spectrum H�O�. 

5. Summary 

The positive feature of the considered algorithm is that it can be applied in every integral 

transform of a signal with different basis functions. For this purpose an original signal has to 

be converted into a sequence of values of an independent variable. Moreover, every value of 

the definite integral of an original function must be equal to the value of the threshold. The 

application of proposed algorithms in practice makes sense if there is an opportunity to have 

the values of basis functions in points of an irregular grid values of an independent variable 

of an analyzed function. The results of simulation of this algorithm are presented in this 

paper. They show that the algorithm do work for calculation of discrete values of spectral 

density of the input signal. They also show that the algorithm may be successfully applied to 

compress graphical images.  
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Abstract: Integration of many different IT systems makes the integration project highly complex. The 

process of constructing architectural models and source code can be automated through the 

application of transformations. As a result, the duration time of designing or implementa-

tion, as well as the work input involved can be reduced. The purpose of the paper is to pre-

sent an approach to automation of designing one of the key elements of an integration 

platform, namely, integration flows. The author proposes model-to-code transformation In-

tegrationFlow-to-Java which automates the implementation of integration flows applica-

tions for selected mediation patterns. The integration flows generator has been 

incorporated as a plug-in into the IBM Rational Software Architect (RSA).  The RSA plug-

in which generates complete Java EE application of integration flow from mediation flows 

diagram. Thus eliminates design and programming stage in WebSphere Integration Devel-

oper which reduces development time and costs of licenses. Model-Driven Development is 

approach which can lead to automation of design and programming stage in software de-

velopment. The IntegrationFlow-to-Java transformation offers an opportunity to reduce the 

duration time of the integration flows implementation forty times (with one hundred flows to 

be implemented). The outcomes support the significance of using transformations when de-

signing complex IT systems, especially when integration solutions are developed. 

Keywords: model-driven development, transformations, enterprise application integration, service-

oriented architecture 

 

1. Introduction 

The ability to promptly provide services or products meeting clients’ needs is a matter of 

key importance to companies. Most commonly, an organisation operates a variety of IT 

systems. This implies the need to build integration solutions composed of IT systems and a 

communication layer that enables cooperation between these systems [1, 2]. A solution of 

this type is called an integration platform or an integration solution. When designing inte-

gration solutions, it is essential to be able to model their complete architectural description. 

For this purpose, an architectural views model is needed which allows to model integration 

platforms and a set of model constructs enabling the presentation of the integration plat-

form’s entire architecture [3, 4]. Integration of many different IT systems makes the integra-

tion project highly complex [5]. The process of constructing architectural models can be 

automated through the application of transformations [6]. As a result, the duration of de-

signing or implementation can be reduced, as well as the effort and the number of errors 

involved [7, 8]. Transformations are elements of the Model-Driven Engineering approach 

(MDE) [9, 10, 11].  
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The paper proposes an approach to the automation of designing and programming one of 

the key elements of an integration platform, namely, integration flows. The architectural 

views model ‘1+5’ is used [12]. The remainder of the paper is structured as outlined below. 

Section ‘Architectural views model 1+5’ describes views, models and diagrams of the archi-

tectural views model ‘1+5’. Section 3 contains an overview of publications dedicated to 

similar problems. The problem of integration flows, as well as mediation patterns and ex-

amples of mediation patterns application are presented in the section ‘Integration flows’. In 

that section, mediation patterns to be used for automation are also selected. Thereafter, a 

design of the automation of implementing integration flows applications for selected media-

tion patterns is proposed. Furthermore, the paper presents structure of the integration flow 

application and design of the integration flow generator. Subsequently, it is shown an ex-

emplary application of the solution developed for automation of the integration flows im-

plementation. In addition, the paper discusses the benefits of the automation facility 

application. Section 11 concludes the paper, summing up the subject and outlining direc-

tions for further work. 

2. Architectural views model ‘1+5’ 

The software architecture of an IT system is the result of a set of architectural decisions. 

The topic of architectural decisions in software engineering has received significant atten-

tion in recent years [3, 4, 13]. A variety of models exist, with differing sets of architectural 

views, such as, for example: ‘4+1’, RM-ODP, Siemens, SEI views [14]. Yet, they do not 

allow for a complete description of the integration solutions architecture. The ‘1+5’ model 

of architectural views proposed here has been accommodated to suit the process of an inte-

gration platform design. The following architectural views have been distinguished within 

the model: Integrated Processes, Use Cases, Logical, Integrated Services, Contracts, De-

ployment. The view of Integrated Processes is the basic architectural view here. In this 

view, business processes to be automated on the integration platform are modelled. The next 

four views (Use Cases, Logical, Integrated Services and Contracts) present the integration 

platform design. The Use Cases view contains functional requirements for the system being 

integrated within the platform. The view of Integrated Services presents services exposed 

by IT systems, and the way in which they are connected to the service bus. The Contracts 

view shows components representing IT systems and the contracts defined between them. 

This view also encompasses mediation flows for each contract. The last view, Deployment, 

shows the way the integration platform elements are deployed in a specific runtime envi-

ronment. Figure 1 illustrates the architectural views model ‘1+5’. 

 

Figure 1. The architectural views model ‘1+5’. 
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Table 1. Elements for modelling the integration platform architecture 

Model View Diagram 

Processes Integrated Processes (BPMN) Business Process 

Use Cases Use Cases (UML) Use Case 

(UML) Activity 

Design Logical (UML) Sequence 

(UML) Communication 

(UML) Class 

Services Integrated Services (UML) Component 

(UML) Activity – mediation flow diagram 

Contracts (UML) Component 

(UML) Composite Structure 

Deployment Deployment (UML) Deployment 

 

In the approach analysed here, models and diagrams of BPMN [15, 16] and UML [17] 

languages, with an extension of Service oriented architecture Modeling Language stereo-

types [18] have been used for modelling the integration platform architecture (Table 1). In 

Integrated Services view a mediation flow diagram was used which is extension of UML 

activity diagram [19]. 

3. Related studies 

Literature on the subject is rich in Model-Driven Development problems. In the paper 

transformation IntegrationFlow-to-Java was proposed. Details of the model transformation 

taxonomy are presented in [6]. Publications describe various languages that can be used for 

generating transformations: Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [20] and ATL (Atlas Trans-

formation Language) [21, 22].  In publications of recent years, special focus has been on the 

topical and vital issues of model-to-model transformations verification and validation. An 

up-to-date, comprehensive overview of the model transformation verification problems is 

provided by Calegari and Szasz [23]. A systematic review of formal verification of static 

software models in MDE was presented by González et al. [24]. One of the most important 

conclusions obtained by González is that current model verification approaches are strongly 

influenced by the support given to Object Constraint Language (OCL). Another important 

finding is that in general, current verification tools present important flaws like the lack of 

integration into the model designer tool chain or the lack of efficiency when verifying large, 

real-life models. Furthermore, a method for UML class diagrams verification with OCL was 

proposed by Cabot et al. [25]. The method checks compliance of the diagram with respect to 

several correctness properties including weak and strong satisfiability or absence of con-

straint redundancies among others. Moreover, Guerra et al. [26] propose how the QVT lan-

guage can be used for constructing a declarative language for the specification of visual 

contracts, which enables verification of transformations defined in any language of trans-

formation. Model-Driven Development finds its applications in different aspects of software 
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engineering. Security is one of the vital types of non-functional requirements. An extensive 

systematic review on the Model-Driven Development of secure systems was provided by 

Nguyen [27]. 

As a result of applying transformation, it is possible to significantly reduce the time for 

creating architectural description and software development. Analysis available for comput-

er systems designed in the medical sector show that in designs where model-driven architec-

ture is used, there has been a three-fold shortening in software development reported [7, 28]. 

When designing solutions for IT solutions for use on the Internet, savings from the use of 

model-driven architecture are more than two-fold (shortening software development time by 

59%) [9]. In addition, MDA enables to save time spent on the various stages of an IT pro-

ject’s life cycle [29]. Studies show that by using transformation there a 10-fold decrease in 

the number of reported errors in software has been recorded [7, 28]. On the other hand, Pa-

nach et al. [30] claim that for small systems and less programming-experienced subjects, 

MDD does not always yield better results than a traditional method, even regarding effort 

and productivity. But, results of Lytra et al. [13] show that the use of reusable decision 

models can significantly increase both the efficiency and the effectiveness of novice archi-

tects. 

The paper deals with problem of designing integration solutions especially in service-

oriented architecture. Especially, integration flows are under scrutiny which are subject of 

recent studies [31]. The state of the art in the topic of development of service-oriented archi-

tectures using model-driven development was provided by Ameller et al. [32]. The analysis 

reveals, among others, predominance of top-down transformation in software development 

activities, in-existence of consolidated methods and significant percentage of works without 

tool support. As far as the paper is concerned, the author proposes top-down transformation 

IntegrationFlow-to-Java, placed within the ‘1+5’ views model and with tool support in IBM 

Rational Software Architect. 

4. Integration flows 

Transformations automating the process of integration platform model design have been 

discussed earlier, as an element of the architectural views model ‘1+5’. The following trans-

formations have been previously proposed: 

− the Business Process Modeling Notation to the Use Cases view (BPMN2UC), 

− the Use Cases view to the Logical view (UC2Logical), 

− the Use Cases view to the Integrated Services view (UC2IS), 

− the Use Cases view to the Contracts view (UC2Contracts). 

The present paper presents transformation of a model into a software code. The focus 

here is on the Integrated Services view and, more specifically, on special form of UML ac-

tivity diagram – mediation flow diagram. Example of mediation flow diagram, with applica-

tion of stereotypes from ‘UML Profile for Integration Flows’ proposed by Górski [33], was 

presented in the Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Mediation flow for the service „Get current demand for connections” 

The activity diagram showing the integration flow is used as a basis for generating an 

operational module of integration flow. The diagram is detailed enough to enable definitive 

identification of: supplier of the integration flow’s message, integration flow type which 

determines how the message should be delivered to the recipient, recipient of messages par-

ticipating in the integration flow. 

The transformation presented here is a vertical one, which means that the source element 

and the target element represent different levels of abstraction. Moreover, the transfor-

mation is exogenous, as it transforms models expressed in various notations: UML and Ja-

va. A comprehensive classification of transformations was presented by Mens et al. [6]. 

The key role in integration flows belongs to mediation patterns. Mediation patterns are 

used to receive the supplier’s message, to perform certain actions and to send a message to 

the recipient. Messages can be received and sent further via various channels, depending on 

the technology chosen (e.g. FTP, HTTP, MQ). Mediation patterns are a set of good practic-

es checked, pre-tested and used in the process of integration. Each pattern defines its basic 

action it performs within the integration flow. The message channel is one of the simplest 

mediation patterns – its role is limited to sending the message received further on to the 

recipient [34]. Selected mediation patterns are summarised in Table 2. 

Two examples was presented to illustrate the practical utility of Content enricher and 

Content-based router mediation patterns. The first example refers to sales reports being gen-

erated to show the correlation between the sales volume and the weather. We are looking at 

a chain of retail stores offering a variety of household and daily use products. With the re-

ports, the personnel can view daily sales figures of the chain in a breakdown by articles 

sold. Information is itemised by article, date and shop, thereby enabling identification of 

trends. Let us say that a need arises to find out, how the weather affects the sales volume. 

To this end, a track of sales by categories of articles and sunny or rainy days has to be kept. 

Obviously, this will not be possible without adding weather details to the body of data 

sourced by the system. This is where a Content enricher can be applied within the integra-

tion flow. Hence, the sales data record is augmented with the weather data by means of an 

appropriate flow with the Content enricher pattern defined (Figure 3). 
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Table 2. Selected mediation patterns 

Pattern Graphic  

representation 

Description 

Message channel 

 

Defines how the supplier communicates with 

the client. This is the simplest mediation pat-

tern. 

Publish-subscribe 

 

Multiplies the message in such a manner that 

its copy is received by each of the subscribers. 

Ensures that the message is received by each 

recipient only once. 

Content-based 

router 

 

Selects message recipients based on message 

contents. Routing parameters are defined by 

means of flow configuration. 

Content enricher 

 

Describes how the message will be enhanced 

with additional information. 

 

 

Now, let us consider a case where an organisation uses gift cards issued by external sup-

pliers. Each gift card has its own, unique ID number with the first four digits identifying the 

supplier. Our intention is that whenever a client attempts to use a card, the spending is re-

ported to the supplier concerned. Here, a content-based router can help. The integration flow 

would simply read the card number, decode the first four digits and identify the target ser-

vice address this way (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 3. Content enricher 
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Figure 4. Content based router 

5. The aim of  automating the implementation of integration flow  

The purpose of automating the implementation of integration flow is to reduce the time 

needed to implement the integration flow application being installed on the service bus. The 

following tools have been used to design and implement integration flows automation: 

− Eclipse Kepler, 

− IBM WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) – the environment for the execu-

tion of integration flow application, 

− IBM WebSphere Integration Developer (WID) – the integration flows design 

and implementation environment, 

− IBM Rational Software Architect (RSA) – the environment for designing the IT 

solutions architecture, in particular modelling and designing integration flows, 

− SoapUI – testing environment for services. 

The process of automation could not take place without understanding the structure of 

applications to be executed in the service bus environment. Using WID, a simple applica-

tion consisting of one mediation module with one flow has been developed for the runtime 

environment. The message channel has been used within the integration flow, with the task 

of sending the message received on the integration platform. The functionality of RSA ena-

bles integration flow modelling. The integration flow is both designed and implemented by 

means of WID. The purpose is to expand the RSA set of functions in a manner enabling 

applications to be generated from an adequately created activity diagram (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5. Simplification of implementation process of the integration flow 
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The integration flow application developed using WID is an Enterprise ARchive (EAR) 

file, which can be installed with an ESB console. The EAR archive has to contain XML 

files describing the module implementation method. EAR is a standard Java ARchive (JAR) 

file containing additionally a representation of modules comprised in the implementation 

descriptors. The archive of EAR applications includes JAR files and WAR files, as well. 

The automation of the integration flows implementation covers the following mediation 

patterns: 

− Message channel – the simplest flow type, but a mandatory one for implementa-

tion, since all other patterns are its derivatives, 

− Content enricher – its task is to augment the message, 

− Publish-subscribe – multiplies the message and broadcasts it to subscribers. 

6. Structure of the integration flow application  

The structure of the integration flow application archive is described with the  applica-

tion AplikacjaApp.ear which realises the message channel mediation pattern. Most files 

inside the application are stored in the XML format. The files inside the application archive 

(ApplicationApp.ear) are structured as follows: 

− META-INF – a folder with files describing the application and the method of 

implementation: sca-module-properties.xml – a file containing environmental 

variables for the Service Component Architecture (SCA) module, deploy-

ment.xml – a file defining the location of libraries and resources, application.xml 

– a file defining the application name and exchanging additional modules of the 

application, 

− Application.jar – an archive containing the module implementation, 

− ApplicationWeb.war – a web module archive. 

Such a structure of the application makes it possible to determine parameters needed for 

a complete mediation module to be generated. At this stage of work, the activity diagram 

modelled in RSA is left out. The generator is a separate element and can be used by other 

applications and extensions. Web Services Description Language (WSDL) files defining the 

supplier and recipient contract are the main and the most important components of the ap-

plication. These files are selected by the user before the code generating process commenc-

es. The application structure analysed above  constitutes a template, which has become an 

integration flow generator resource. 

7. Structure of the mediation flow generator  

The generator is implemented using the classes and the interface shown in Figure 6. The 

IMediationModule interface is independent on the type of mediation being generated. The 

MedaiationModuleBase abstract base class implements the basic methods defined in the 

interface.  

The IMediationModule interface defines the following operations: 

− getAppName() – gets the name of the application being generated, 

− setAppName(String name) – sets the application name, 

− addExport(Definition def) – sets the WSDL file definition. Data obtained from 

this definition will be used for determining the suppliers’ interface, 

− addImport(Definition def) – data obtained from the import definition will be 

used for determining the message recipient’s interface, 
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− generate() – an application generating method, executed by taking the following 

steps: creating an output folder, reading the WSDL files indicated by the user, 

copying the template to the temporary output folder, copying the WSDL files, 

renaming the files, supplementing the files contents with the values of variables, 

− publishApp(String path) – archives the application and copies it to the pre-set lo-

cation. 

 

Figure 6. Class diagram for generator of integration flow application 

Since additional Import files need to be generated, the PublishMediation class shuts the 

base implementation of the generate() method out. The overloaded method generates addi-

tional parameters to be arranged in a structure of interconnected elements (in the form of 

correct records to the application’s XML files) receiving the message and broadcasting it to 

multiple recipients. Furthermore, additional.import files are created, which indicate target 

addresses of services receiving the message. 

8. A plug-in for IBM Rational Software Architect 

The generator is linked to the graphic representation of the integration by a plug-in 

which expands the RSA tool functionality. The extension adds new items to the activity 

diagram context menu. The extension point is the org.eclipse.ui.popupMenus type, respon-

sible for the context menu. The plug-in’s visibility in menu has been determined by a specif-

ic object type – object contribution. The option added will be visible in all types of editors 

or views, as long as the selected object meets the pre-defined type criteria. Figure 7 shows a 

general outline of the approach. At this stage of work, the activity diagram has been mod-

elled using RSA. 
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Figure 7. From activity diagram in RSA to integration flow application for ESB 

The plug-in has been designed to read the activity diagram values and to create an ade-

quate generator class instance. The extension supplies the application name information to 

the generator. The mediation type is defined upon the creation of an adequate generator 

class type. To achieve this, the plug-in reads the selected element’s stereotype (<<Chan-

nel>>, <<PublishSubscribe>>, <<ContentEnricher>>).  

Reading the value occurs through referring to elements of the structure describing the 

activity diagram. The path begins with importing the active editor (diagram edition window) 

instance. The transition from the editor instance to elements containing data is represented 

by the code below. 

 
// Getting the active editor 

IEditorPart part = PlatformUI.getWorkbench() 

.getActiveWorkbenchWindow().getActivePage() 

.getActiveEditor(); 

[...] 

// Getting the selected element  

ISelectionService service = part.getSite().getWorkbenchWindow() 

.getSelectionService(); 

 

IStructuredSelectionsel = (IStructuredSelection)service.getSelection(); 

ActionNodeEditPartactionNod = (ActionNodeEditPart)sel.getFirstElement(); 

UMLShapeImpl shape = (UMLShapeImpl) actionNod.getModel(); 

UMLShapeCompartmentImpl container = (UMLShapeCompartmentImpl)shape.eContainer(); 

ActivityImplactivityContainer = (ActivityImpl)container.getElement(); 

// Getting the application name  

ApplicationName = activityContainer.getName(); 

[…] 

OpaqueActionImplactionElement = (OpaqueActionImpl)shape.getElement(); 

DynamicEObjectImplstereotyp = (DynamicEObjectImpl)actionElement 

.getStereotypeApplications().get(0); 

EClassImplstereotypeClass = (EClassImpl) stereotyp.eClass(); 

// Getting the mediation type 

applicationType = stereotypeClass.getName(); 
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Thereafter, based on the given mediation type, an adequate generator instance is created. 

 
switch(applicationType) 

{ 

 case"Channel": 

  moduleGenerator = newSimpleMediation(); 

  break; 

 case"ContentEnricher": 

  moduleGenerator = newContentEnricherMediation(); 

  break; 

 case"PublishSubscribe": 

  moduleGenerator = newPublishMediation(); 

  […] 

} 

 

Starting the process of generation is the last operation performed by the plug-in. The 

generated application is recorded on the disc. 

 
moduleGenerator.setAppName(ApplicationName); 

moduleGenerator.generate(); 

9. Exemplary application of the transformation 

For the sake of verification, the transformation has been applied to a specific business 

situation. We are looking at the Good Shop chain of stores and its process of selling a varie-

ty of groceries and household products. The chain consists of several dozen shops, including 

facilities owned previously by the chain’s former competition, the Cheap Stores chain. Both 

the original and the new stores of the Good Shop chain use a dedicated IT system. Let us 

analyse some of its utilities. javaPOS is the program responsible for recording sales opera-

tions in shop cash registers. The number of cash registers per shop varies. The Cheap Stores 

shops use some other type of software. All elements of the IT system are integrated by 

means of an integration platform. Let us assume that some new regulations require that sales 

receipts must be stored electronically, in a manner enabling the organisation to view them 

and make accessible to customers and to competent institutions, on their request. Hence, the 

organisation is facing a new system requirement. Files representing sales operations will be 

recorded on a dedicated server’s disc in XML format. The service executing the new func-

tionality has been deployed and implemented. The only element missing is the mediation 

module deployed on the ESB environment. The following section presents how the process 

of the mediation module implementation can be automated using the approach proposed in 

the paper.  

The need to archive sales receipts has been imposed externally, therefore, each shop in 

the organisation’s chain has to be integrated. The UML use case diagram (Figure 8) illus-

trates need for communication with external IT system ‘Receipts archive’, an actor with the 

<<IntegratedSystem>> stereotype. 

The ESB code executing the new functionality will be generated automatically, based on 

the activity diagram. The receipt changes its status upon completion of the sales recording 

process and is sent for archiving as an XML file. The diagram of UML components (Figure 

9) shows the components participating in the process of sales receipts archiving. Each time, 

having recorded the payment, the javaPOS application triggers a service archiving the re-

ceipt using the ESB service bus. A solution like this allows for a virtually indefinite number 
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of cash register applications to be connected to the service bus, with the archiving service 

provider always remaining accessible to them, owing to the service bus. 

 

Figure 8. “Payment recording” use case 

The mediation flow is responsible for transmitting each sales receipt to the archiving 

service. Both paid and cancelled receipts are transmitted. With a solution like this, shops 

using other software (the Cheap Stores chain) can also be integrated into the system. The 

flow executing the message channel patterns is illustrated with the activity diagram in Fig-

ure 10. 

 

Figure 9. Diagram of components presenting the sales receipts archiving operation. 

 

Figure 10. Activity diagram for the “Sales receipt archiving” integration flow. 

The following steps have been taken to generate the mediation flow: 

− Step 1: Starting the automation through triggering an action from the context 

menu of the message channel element (Figure 11), 
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Figure 11. Plug-in’s context menu. 

− Step 2: Selecting the WSDL file which describes the contract made available by 

the mediation module, 

− Step 3: Selecting the WSDL file which describes the recipient’s contract, 

• Step 4: Generating the application (Figure 12), 

 

Figure 12. Message informing of the integration flow application generation. 
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− Step 5: Installing the application in the ESB environment, 

− Step 6: Starting and testing the application. 

It should be emphasised that the example shows application of the transformation on a 

very simple flow, containing only one action with <<Channel>> stereotype. Further work 

will encompass extending the transformation for generating complex flows. 

10.  Benefits of the transformation 

The transformation described in this paper eliminates the process of simple flows im-

plementation altogether. The only thing that remains to be done is to design the integration 

flow. Nevertheless, for more complex integration flows, the process of implementation can-

not be avoided in the current version of the automation mechanism. In order to analyse the 

benefits of the automation solution proposed here, some assumptions need to be made. The 

manual implementation of integration flows has been performed using WID. In the course 

of implementation, the duration of three successive attempts of implementing three different 

flows was measured: the Message channel, the Content enricher and the Publish-subscribe 

flow. Assuming that the flow has already been designed and that implementation is the only 

operation that needs to be performed, this time may be discounted for both attempts. The 

tables 3, 4 and 5 summarise the duration of integration flows manual implementation for 

each individual mediation pattern depending on the number of implementations (verified by 

students). 

Table 3. Duration of the Message channel flow manual implementation 

Attempt no  1 2 3 4 5 

Time 4h 1h 40min 30min 23min 

 

Table 4. Duration of the Content enricher flow manual implementation  

Attempt no 1 2 3 4 5 

Time 5h 2h 40min 30min 29min 

 

The Content enricher pattern requires a non-standard flow to be implemented using 

Java. 

Table 5. Duration of the Publish-subscribe flow manual implementation  

Attempt no  1 2 3 4 5 

Time 6h 3h 40min 40min 40min 

 

In order to visualise the scale of benefits that can be achieved from the code generating 

automation, let us assume that it takes one minute to generate an application and to install it 

on the service bus.  

Differences between the automated and manual implementation in extensive systems, 

where, for example, a hundred flows need to be generated for each of the mediation types 
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described, are summarised in Table 6. The minimum achieved in one of the earlier attempts 

has been taken as the time of manual implementation.  

Table 6. Minimum time of implementation  

Mediation type Implementation of 100 integration flows 

Automated Manual implementation 

Message channel 1h 40min 38h 20min (almost 5 days of work) 

Content enricher 1h 40min 48h 20min (more than 6 days of work) 

Publish-subscribe 1h 40min 66h 40min (more than 8 days of work) 

 

Moreover, it should be emphasised that in real integration flows there may be many ac-

tions (e.g. flow in Figure 2). Therefore, the benefits of automation of implementing integra-

tion flows, in terms of implementation time, can be even greater. An analysis of the data 

reveals that automation of the integration flows implementation is a matter of great im-

portance in complex systems. 

Furthermore, application of the transformation, although only for very simple flows, 

limits the number of necessary tools, it eliminates WID, which reduces the cost of procure-

ment of IT tools for the project team. 

11. Conclusions and further work 

As was mentioned previously, analysis of literature reveals, among others, predomi-

nance of top-down transformation in software development activities, in-existence of con-

solidated methods and significant percentage of works without tool support. As far as the 

paper is concerned, the author proposes top-down transformation IntegrationFlow-to-Java, 

placed within the ‘1+5’ views model and with tool support in IBM Rational Software Archi-

tect. Model-to-code transformation IntegrationFlow-to-Java automates the implementation 

of integration flows applications for selected mediation patterns: <<Channel>>, <<Pub-

lishSubscribe>>, <<ContentEnricher>>. The transformation has been incorporated as a 

plug-in into the IBM Rational Software Architect (RSA). The RSA plug-in generates com-

plete, fully operational, Java EE application of integration flow from mediation flow dia-

gram. Thus eliminates design and programming stage in WebSphere Integration Developer 

which reduces development time and costs of licenses. The IntegrationFlow-to-Java trans-

formation offers an opportunity to reduce the duration time of the integration flows imple-

mentation forty times (with one hundred flows to be implemented). It should be emphasised 

that the example shows application of the transformation on a very simple flow, containing 

only one action with <<Channel>> stereotype. Further work will encompass extending the 

transformation for generating complex flows. Moreover, it should be emphasised that in real 

integration flows there may be many actions (e.g. flow in Figure 2). Therefore, the benefits 

of automation of implementing integration flows, in terms of implementation time, can be 

even greater. Furthermore, application of the transformation, although only for very simple 

flows, limits the number of necessary tools, it eliminates WID, which reduces the cost of 

procurement of IT tools for the project team. The outcomes support the significance of us-

ing transformations when designing complex IT systems, especially when integration solu-

tions are developed. 
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The transformation proposed here is capable of generating three mediation patterns. Im-

provements in the following areas are planned in order to enhance its efficiency: 

− Class-based generation – the generation has been performed based on a file tem-

plate. The generator needs to be expandable, therefore, automation should be 

based on objects. For each file required for the flow to take place there should be 

a corresponding class generating an XML structure, 

− Design generation – in addition to generating an operable application, the solu-

tion should allow to generate a mediation module design, which might be im-

ported in WID, 

− Additional functionalities such as logging messages in the ESB environment, 

− Supporting other protocols – the user performing the automation should be able 

to choose some other protocol than SOAP, 

− RSA profile – the more information the activity diagram would be able to pro-

vide, the greater number of patterns could be implemented.  

The transformation generates Java EE application on IBM Enterprise Service Bus (now 

part of IBM WebSphere Application Server). Further work will encompass generating from 

one UML model, mediation flow diagram, in RSA complete application flow in: BPEL 

(OpenESB), Java DSL (Apache Servicemix) and Mule flow (Mule ESB). Constructing a 

bidirectional transformation between UML model and BPEL is also within the range of fur-

ther studies. 
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